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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. said Tuesday he will delay allocating
specific funding amounts to the
state's eight universities until the
state Council on Higher Education
can revise its budget recommendations.
Brown said the proposed budget
he will submit Thursday night to
the General Assembly will carry
only a bottom-line total for higher
education. A breakdown for each
school will be submitted to the
General Assembly after the council comes up with funding figures
that conform with Brown's
revenue estimates.
Cabinet Secretary George
Atkins said there are two sets of
recommendations concerning
higher education funding that
must be brought into line with
available revenues.
The higher educational council
efided a 13.5 percent in_ recomm
crease, to $397.7 million, in fun'
ding for state colleges in 198243,
with a further 10.3 percent hike to
$438.7 million the following school
_
year.
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Grants help transitsystem
purchase two new mini buses
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Legislative Calendar
9 am.—Senate State Government Committee, Room 107,
Capitol Annex.
10 am.—House Education
Committee, Room 109, Capitol
Annex.
10 a.m.—Administrative
Regulations Review Subcommittee, Room 103, Capitol Annex.

41 ,

11 am.—Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee,
Room 110, Capitol Annex.
Noon, House Natural
Resources and Environment
Committee, Room 104, Capitol
Annex.
2 p.m.—House and Senate
convene.

Judge be
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan has begun the process
of selecting a second special
grand jury at Lexington.
The judge, in a written order
issued Tuesday, directed the court
clerk to draw the names of 100 prospective jurors and to issue sum-
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Richardson, l
former state speaker-of the house awmakers eulogize

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"Bill Kenton will always be our
speaker."
That was the feelings expressed
by Rep. Bobby Richardson, DGlasgow Tuesday during an hourlong memorial service for Kenton
on the first day of the 1982 General
Assembly.
Richardson, who replaced Kenton as House speaker after the
Lexington lawmaker died unexpectedly of a pulmonary embolism in November, called Kenton "a man, a friend, a colleague."
"I don't think I will ever be able
to walk through this chamber and
not think of Bill Kenton," Richardson said.
Richardson and several other
prominent speakers who eulogized Kenton during the service in
the House chambers stressed his
dedication to his constiuents and
the legislature.
They said one of Kenton's
greatest legacies was the improv-

ed stature and greater Independence of the legislature. "That independece is a leisaii
to us and a challenge to continne,"
said Rep. Jim LeMaster,—bLexington, who replaced Richardson as majority floor leader in the
House.
"We have embarked oif *hat
may be one of the most-challenging sessions of the General
Assembly," Richardson said. "It
a great measure it is due to Bill
Kenton that the 1982 session is better prepared to meet the
challenges before Kentucky."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. said he
thought it was fitting that the
members of the new legislature
gathered in the House chamber to
honor Kenton.
"He left an example for all of us
to follow," Brown said. "No person in our lifetime had as much
impact on this body. It is more
practical, more resourceful and
more prepared than ever before.'
Former Gov. and current U.S.

•

--Sheibicibeemed by any one ofthesitee.*
wood accent pieces with beautiful carved
:details, brass touches. Many designed to
display her favorite plants and accessories.
Atsavings now!
- AIL Solid pine curio cabinet:
H.; reg. 74.75 Sale 59.50
One spindle magazine
19"H; reg. 79.50 Sale 64.50

0.4

OPEN SUNDAY
1 P.M. 111 5 P.M.

E.Solidiil serry planter:
25"It; reg. 184.75 Sale 139.50
F.Solid pine octagonal wastebasket:
12"H;'reg. 44.95 Sale 35.95

OPEN SUNDAY 1 P.M.'TIL S

Four men face trial on charges
contained in indictments returned
by the first grand jury, including/
former state Democratic chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr.
and former Insurance Commissioner Harold B. McGuffey. They

In a related development,
lawyers for Hunt filed eight pretrial motions, including one asking that he be tried separately
from McGuffey. Lawyers for
McGuffey also filed a separate
trial motion.
- Trial for the two men is scheduled to begin Feb.17.
James • -PlAileal of Nashville,
Tenn., a lawyer for Hunt, said the
separate trials are needed to
avoid prejudice against Hunt.

country's history. No arrests have
been made in the other 26 killings.
Defense lawyers Mary Welcome
and Alvin Binder say Williams is a
victim of circumstance and the
state's case against him is "very,
very weak."

pieces fitting in. There are going
to be a lot of witnesses here with
just one piece of the puzzle, and
they won't know anything else
about the case," said Slaton, a
veteran prosecutor who is directing a case personally for the first
time since 1974.

"We're not playing this case for
the gallery. We're not playing it
for the media. We're putting on
our case for you," Fulton County
District Lewis Slaton said.
"This case is going to be to you
like a jigsaw puzzle with a lot of

The 12 jurors and tour alterlates, selected Monday after
nearly five days of intense questioning, were instructed by the
judge to listen to the evidence "attentively, diligently and alertly."

Young Poles have begun
underground activities in support
of the "counter-revolutionary" Independent Students' Association,
Poland's army newspaper says.
Polish authorities also apid
— domestic air service wiltstune
this week and claimed nearly normal production in coal mines, but
official figures showed only 163
million tons mined in 1981, 12
million less than planned.
The official PAP news agency
blamed the five-day work week
and work stoppages before the imposition of martial law for the
shortfall, which cut severely into
Poland's ability to earn hard currency needed to repay its

estimated $26 billion debt to the tivity. Students of the Medical
West.
Academy should begin passive
Radio Warsaw announced Tues- resistance to all orders. There will
day that the student union had be a time for action."
been dissolved, and the army daiThe article about such leaflets,
ly Zolnierz Wolnosci said the stu- the existence of which has not
dent association was "prominent" been independently confirmed,
among "strictly counter- appeared to suggest the
revolutionary organizations." --- authorities might seize upon them
to justify strong measures against
Zolnierz Wolnosci said
student organizing.
future
members of the students' associaPolish Foreign Trade Minister
tion planned to call a meeting in
Tadeusz Nestorowicz arrived in
Warsaw to organize a new interMoscow today to sign a new
national association with "antieconomic protocol with the Soviet
Communist aims."
Union, Polish sources in Moscow
The paper _ said that students said. Details were not known, but
from the—Warsaw---Medical Eastern European sources in
Academy had passed'out leaflets Moscow said Soviet aid to Poland
saying "the present situation has increased since the imposition
forces us to start underground ac- of martial law Dec 13

Free Delivery ... Convenient Terms
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-2169 Of 443-6257
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ikons planning big purchases
message continues to suggest
recession, the erosion is considerably less traumatic than has
been generally predicted," said
Fabian Linden, director of consumer economics at the Conference Board._ _
While consumers may be
tempering their pessimism about
the economy, the financial
markets turned bearish amid a
prediction of record-high interest
rates later this year.
The stock market reeled and
bond prices' tumbled Tuesday

after Henry Kaufman, chief
economist of the New York-investment banking firm of Salomon
Brothers, predicted long-term interest rates could surpass peaks
reached in fall 1981.
The bleak forecast came just
one day after the government
reported an unexpected surge in
the nation's money supply, sparking fears the Federal Reserve
Board will continue its tightmoney stance as an inflation- '
fighting tactic. Limited credit
availability has kept interestrates
high.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pro- 30 deadline.TbeERA hia been apponents of the Equal Rights proved by 35 of the 38 states needAmendment are losing a powerful ed to ratify a proposed constitually in their drive to quickly over- tional amendment.
On Dec. 23; U.S. District Judge
turn a federal court ruling that
Canister ruled in Boise,
Marion
amendthreatens to doom the
Idaho, that Congress violated the
ment.
The Justice Department said Constitution when it extended the
Tuesday that it opposes a request deadline for states to ratify the
by ERA advocates for an im- proposed Equal Rights Amendmediate appeal to the Supreme ment from March 29, 1979 until
Court "since the entire matter June 30.
The National Organization for
may be rendered moot in the monWomen sought immediate
thrahead."
The department said it would Supreme Court review of the rulonly favor Supreme Court action if ing, arguing that it would dampen
the ERA is ratified this year by prospects of getting three more
— states to approve the amendment.
three additional states bYlIM—.11flie

- Assistant Attorney General
Paul McGrath said Monday the
Justice Department would appeal
Callister's ruling in both the
Supreme Court and in the 9th U.S
Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco.He decligra tben to say
on what basis. thWvernmentw
--.would appeal.

By The Associated Press
Despite their gloomy assessment of the economy, Americans
still are planning to buy big-ticket
items later this year, a new
survey shows.
The Conference Board, a
business-sponsored research
group, reported Tuesday that its
survey of public attitudes said
that confidence in the economy
fell in December. But more people
said they planned to buy major
items such as appliances.
'Although the consumer's

Man,juvenile
arrested today

A Murray man and a juvenile
were arrested at approximately 2
a.m. this morning and charged
with theft over $100, according to
Sheriff David Balentine.
The sheriff department reports
that a Yamaha Enduro 125, owned
by Craig Thurman, was allegedly
stolen Tuesday night between 9
Paducah.
and 11 p.m. from the parking lot of
The wreck occurred about 11 the Thurman School of Dance and
p.m. on Kentucky 133 at Lola.
recovered by sheriff department
Police said Douglas a.Jackson officials early Wednesday mornof Clinton Route 1 was killed about ing at Murray State University
5 p.m. Tuesday when his car col- Biological Station.
lided with a disc being towed by k• • Joel Allen Harrington, 18, Rt. 3,
pickup truck going in the opposite - was charged with theft over $100
direction.
and lodged in the county jail. The
The accident was on Kentucky juvenile's named is being
307 at Fulgham in Hickman Coun- withheld, Balentine said.
ty.
Jackson's wife, Pauline, 69, was
injured and taken to Obion County
Hospital at Union City.10011,
The Murray ['edger & Times - •(USPS 300-7001

Accidents leave two dead
By The Associated Press
Two Kentuckians were killed
traffic accidents in Livingston and
Hickman counties.
State Police at Mayfield said
Claudia Querterrnous of Carrsville was pronounced dead at the
scene late Tuesday night after her
husband's car went out of control
and struck a bridge in Livingston
County.
Her husband, William A.
Quertermous, was taken to
Western Baptist Hopital in

'Suspicious'fire reported
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

Neal said that McGuffey, in
"numerous places" in testimony
before the grand jury, "substantially implicates" Hunt, assuming
the validity of the prosecution's
theory of the case.
Such testimony, Neal said,
would be admissible against
McGuffey during a joint trial, but
could be used against Hunt.
In other motions filed Monday,
Hunt's lawyers sought dismissal
of four conspiracy and extortion
counts arising from insurance
commissions, saying the practice
is legal even if directed by Hunt.
Defense lawyers also asked for
prosecution evidence that might
be favorable to Hunt. _
Prosecutors have untff-Aitlriii- respond to the motions.

Youths support student association

.. delightful, unique ideas for the home ..,

D.Solid cherry plant stand:
41 3/4"l reg. 129.50 Sale 99.50

Stamper, D-West Liberty, and
Lexington real-estate appraiser
Robert F. Link. The charges
related to the state's purchase of
the old Hidden Valley resort in
Powell County, -tut the government failed to win a conviction.

Opening arguments in trial heard

'Ethan Allen" Accent Pieces at
January Sale Pricei.

C. Solid cherry cordial table:
243/8" H; reg. 199.50 Sale 149.50

mpnses for their appearance and
irnpanelment Jan. 25.
The first grand jury launched a
probe of alleged corruption in
Kentucky government, then
disbanded last month after 21
2
/
years.

are accused of directing or receiving kickbacks from .state insurance contracts.
Sen. Wendell Ford agreed there
The first grand jury's initipl in"is probably no legislature better dictment was returned in 1980
prepared to deal with the hard against state Sen. Woodrow
choices and difficult decisions
because of the groundwork laid by
Bill Kenton."
State Supreme Court Justice
Robert Stephens, representing the
judicial branch, closed with a
ATLANjA (AP) —The murder
quotation from William
case against Wayne B. Williams
Shakespeare's play, "Julius will be
revealed "like a jigsaw
Ceasar," — "This was a man."
puzzle with a lot of pieces fitting
Also speaking during the in,
the prosecutor told the jury as
touching, one-hour ceremony
opening arguments began today
were Senate Pro Tern Joe at the
long-awaited trial.
Prather, D-Vine Grove and
Williams, a black 23-year-old
former Gov. Julian Carroll.
free-lance photographer, is chargKenton's widow, Carolyn, and ed with
killing Nathaniel Cater,
his two children, 10-year-old
27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21.
William III and 5-year-old Martha
They are two of 28 young blacks
Elizabeth, sat on the front row
whose slayings over 22 months
during the ceremonies.
prompted one of the most extenLexington jazz saxophonist sive police
investigations in the
Clarence "Duke" Madison, who
had played at Kenton's funeral,
performed three hymns and closed with "The Saints Go Marching
In."
By The Associated Press

-Solid Pine* Solicl-C

00011.

selection of special jury

A Tuesday night fire of
suspicious origin resulted in major damage to a second floor
apartment above the Beale TuneUp Shop, North 4th Street, according to Phil Owens., fire marshaL
Investigation into the incident is
continuing, he said. Kentucky
State Police officials have been

notified and will assist with the
case, Owens added.
Thirteen Murray firefighters
with two trucks were at the scene
2 hours. No injuries were
/
11
reported.
The tune-up shop suffered minor
smoke damage. Owens said.
The fire department received
the call at 8:51 p.m.

-

The Murray Ledger & Times is published
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Christmas Day, New Years Day and
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Which Patty
the-book?
-

by phyllis and gene mccutcheon

dateline mutray

Legislature busy governing itself•

IL's hard to imagine what kind of a moral
The new legislature has been
universe Patty Hearst lives in. There was a time
seated and now begins the process of
when Hearst, her family and her lav/Yers wanted
g those laws by which we all
"Bakin
the world to believe that there had been three Pat...—
will live.
tys — the innocent schoolgirl of the days before she
Those of us who keep ya daily watch
colwho
Tania
shed
brainwa
the
kd;
kidnapp
wa„s
on government and its goings on conlaborated with her Symbionese Liberation Army
find it to be a strange
tinually
revolucaptors in robbing banks and playing
for instance the first
Take
animal.
but
sadder
Patty,
tated
rehabili
tionary; and the
s agenda.
Senate'
he
t
on
item
-months
•-•
•
--wiser, who stood trial and finally served 22
just begun to
has
fight
The
.
sentence
of a seven-year
Both the Senate
state.
the
ct
Patredistri
neat;
too
Everybody knew that was a little
-forced to go
-kir
wilt
that
House
plain
than
—and
more
it
made
history
ap
ty's pre-kidn
meet the reto
process
of
this
person
through
a
the SLA hadn't kidnapped
As it
census.
1980
of
the
n
of
nts
renditio
quireme
Patty's
But
virtue.
rated
unadulte
busier
is
ent
her
—
governm
seems
victim
but
always
herself in her new book as nothing
governing itself rather than some
apparent inability to take any responsibility —
and
now,
is
she
what
other issues.
makes one wonder just
Recent reports indicate the Senate
pei haps always was.
getaway
the
drove
she
that
to complete the redistricting
edges
hopes
Hearst acknowl
car in the Carmichael bank robbery in which a
pregnant mother of four as murdered. For various
reasons, she was never prosecuted for that crime,
and almost certainly never will be, and so the person who had always been referred to as the
-newspaper heiress" apparently now feels safe to
tell the story in the same flat, affectless tone that
characterized her from the beginning.
One can only wonder which of the three Pattys
wrote the book is there anything within her, even
now, that comprehends the enormity of what she
did? The offense to taste, public sensibilities and ordinary decency in her book is almost commensurate with the criminal offenses in which she participated. Does she not understand that a woman ..
who happened to be in the wrong bank at the wrong
moment is dead? Doesn't she understand that there ,
remains a terrible sense of frustrated justice and
that she, Patty, is at the very center of that question? Under those circumstances, and particularly
in light of her privileges and prominence, decency
would have demanded silence.
There is no denying that someone subjected to
kidnapping and the terrible abuse which she suffered cannot remain unaffected. Yet, finally, one
suspects that at bottom there was only one Patty Hearst — that there had been only one from the
very beginning. "She is free," said Sacramento's
chief assistant district attorney, "she is alive and
she is in the process of publishing and selling an ex•
dm hi still dead." Patty
pensive book, and our vii-seems to live in a world without responsibility — there are only manipulators and the manipulated;
only the fixers and the fixed. There are many people in this world who share that distorted moral.
view, but most of them, fortunately, don't :Write
books about it.
The SatraMento
'Bee)
-- -

- -- •
controversy by the end of January_.will probably be some conflict. Ken- it is at stake.
while the House committee hasn't L- ton in his booming voice had led the.
While we don' want to be harsh on
has •the university an interesting note
even cbme up with a proposal yet.77House with a diplomacy
_ 'rarely been seen in Kentucky govern- came about when the mailing was
Hopefully soon they can get _
themselves settled safely on the third Inent.
discovered in the newsroom. Half of
And for the upcoming — Budget us, the one who happens to be editor,
floor with a population to represent
and get on with the vast problems proposals will probably be a hard immediately screamed . to the
fought battle in the next few months. newsstaff wondering why our alumni
facing the state.
Also, the package designed to fund
had not reported reading the
Kentucky's higher education institu- brochure. Well, it seems the three
On a higher note for the legislators,
tions is destined to create turmoil.
during Tuesday's opening session
MSU alumni on our staff had not seen
Murray State President Constan- the president's message — maybe
...state officials and former officials
tine Curris reportedly mailed a state- when we again check our old mail.
gave a most moving memorial to
ment before Christmas to more than
former House Speaker William KenA recent Rodney Dangerfield stateMSU alumni and friends ask12,000
ton who died last fall. The evidence of
ing them to "get the word out" about ment about himself and politics fits
Kenton's leadership in the House will
the Council on Higher Education's for closing: "I get no respect. The
be most obvious in days to come.
proposal. According to the President, way my luck is running — if I was a
Although new speaker Bobby
Murray State University as we know politician, I'd be honest."
Richardson is a good choice, there

rr

"

-
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Looking back
Ten years ago
Capt. Daniel.C. Roberts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis'Roberts, had completed a 23-week Army medical
department officer career Course at
U. S. Army Medical Field Service
School, Brooke Army Medical
Center,Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, Rt. 1,
Hazel, had celebrated their 63rdwedding anniversary Dec. 27.
Twenty years ago
The 1962 Calloway County Fiscal
---.--Court met Jan. 5 with County Judge
.Robert 0. Miller presiding.
Magistrates were Noel Warren,
Clyde B. Hale, Noble Brandon, Cecil
Taylor, Martin Young, Thurston Furches and Cecil Holland.
The city of Murray ended another
year in the "black," according to an
audit report for past year presented
- by J. H. Shackelford at a meeting of
Murray City Council,=._,-___.__
•
Thirty years ago
Robert 0. Miller was serving as
director of Calloway County 1952
March of Dimes.
'PFC James S. Klapp, son of Mr. .
and Mrs. Norman Klapp, -111.11.-St**- _
tioned at Langley Air Force Base,

-

Tragedies,cutbacks
troubling coincidence____
There may be no direct link between the 24 coal
mining fatalities in one recent week and the funding
cutbacks at the Federal Mine Safety and Health Administration, but the coincidence is troubling.
Within a period of five days, three miners were
crushed to death by a falling tunnel roof in West
Virginia and -13Were killed in what federal officials
are calling "an apparent explosion" in Tennessee.
While there is not enough information yet to know
whether any of these accidents could have been
prevented by closer federal safety inspections it is
known that gas explosions, at least, an usually—We
prevented by strict adherence to ventilation requirements. And it is known that the federal inspection force that covers all the Southern states has
been reduced this year, under the Reagan administration's hiring freeze,from 133 to 122.
It may not be fair to blame the White House for
the deaths,as many people in the Appalachian cornmunities.have. But on the face of it, there is little
sense in continuing to reduce the mine safety in• spection force — a 10 per cent rollback has been
proposed by the administration — when mining
fatalities are already up 8 per cent over last year.
Indeed, this year — with 143 deaths so far — is
already the worst for mining disasters since 1975,
abruptly reversing a trend of increasing safety that
began when the Federal coal Mine Safety and
Health Administration was created in 1969. And
there is no reason to_doubt that this year's budget
cuts, as Pennsylvania Rep. Joseph Gaydos told
— • Congress,"may very well have hampered an agency that has shown itself, when fully funded, to be
highly effective in the cause of mine safety."
The United Mine Workers, Appalachian citizens'
re. groups and several cngressional hearing on the
-"ff—rent tragedies. It should be an occasion for more
- than public mourning. Conress must find out what
the effects have been of the budget cuts It has
•
enacted. It must determine if government action
could have prevented this surge in coal mining
deaths; and if it could have, Congress must act accordingly.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
ft **the
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R. Gene 111W.niejteon
Editor
The Murray Ledger St Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
—to news originated by The Murray Ledger 111,:„
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- Money main- cOnceiii0Sodia Security'kat
think his chief concern would have
NEW YORK (API — When the subbeen money.
on
discussi
the
ject is Social Security
But, says Robertson, "serious as
almost always is money, that apapparent financial problems may
the
of
chief
concern
parently being the
-be, they are probably not the most
on-thInter and beneficiary.,
-W1F-e--important Social Security-related
But don't for a minute believe there
problems confronting "the nation."
aren't apsecta of the great retireThe larger costc-are-"more subtle
ment program—that might be of even
and intangible.7.andke argues-they
—greater importance, difficult as that
could change not only the finances
might be to imagine.
but the nation's entire economic and
A. Haeworth Robertson has that
social environment._
imagination, sharpened and
amplified as chief actuary of the • Robertson isn't anti-Social SecuriSocial Security Administration from •-- ty, but he believes Americans should
undersitand the subject -better than
• 1978 to lint.aperiod when you might

average peron will never know what
they do, and they should prepare
benefits to expect, and will never
because
for
change,
themselves
know how much responsibility to
"change is inevitable."
assume for himself and his family.
As matters stand, he asserts, the
system "can transform our historic
"This will lead to'theindividual's'
value system and way of life before
looking blindly to the government for
we realize what is happening." He
whatever benefits are being dispenssays it is"The Coming Revolution in
ed at the time," he says, adding that p
Social recurity," published by
"the inevitable result will be erosion _
Security Press, and in an article for
selfWilliam Mercer Inc., the employee' of initiative, individuality, and
any 1
of
loss
as
the
well
as
respect,
benefits consulting company of con- and
choice
of
m
-freedo
of
sense
t.
is
presiden
vice
he
which
trol regarding a vital aspect of our
He begins with the observation that
lives."
the
is
so
complex
Social Security

-! 4
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- widow has question

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve_problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 71 year old
widow and need some information
which I am having a hard time getting. I reside in Florida about 6 months a year. I have a will which leaves
all but the house in Florida to my son.
The house is a mobile home in a

•44

4

ut w

since I have such trust in your col- ,
senior citizen park, which I am willyou is to not only ask an attorney in
and services. Would you kindly
umn
ing to my sister. I have been told that
Florida about it, buralso to consult .., reprint the address, so that I can
the will I have, incidentally the will
with your attorney -,l New York. It 'Write for the information and an
was drawn up in New York, is not
may cost you a very ddithial-fee 410
girollment card.. F.G.
good for any property I own in
- $251 to consult with an attorney in !
ER: To receive complete in.:ANSW
I
.
4
Florida and that this is ridiculous
this matter but at least you will be
on the Pen Pal Club, w
on
formati
since you can only have one will,
receiving information based upon the
ed to members age 50 or —
findrid
Please help me at at my age I hailL--laws Of that particular state, and
ovOttite to Heartline's American
better hart:everything ill Order, I
...your;pied can be at rest.
60 Club, 114 East Dayton-St., West
read your column every daY.
.
Alexandria Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: In one of your artidies last month, I noticed that you
ANSWER: This is a very imporhave a Pen Pal Club only for senior
_
tant question, as many seniors have
nd I
•1•2 McN.vgilt
property in southern states _ilk- citizens. I clipped out the article so
in
but
,
the
address
have
would
that-I
might possibly find themselves in the
same quandry. However, these laws.-- all the frenzy of Christmas, I have
lost it. I am very interested in belonggoverning wills do change from state
ing to a club such as yours,especially
•
to state. The best advice we can give'.

.`•
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Today in history,.
from want and freedom from fear.By The Associated Press
In 1974, troops, tanks and armored
the
6,
Jan.
ay,
is
Wednesd
Today
airsixth day of 1982. There are 359 days cars guarded London's Heathrow
terArab
that
reports
-port
after
leftin the year.
rorists planned to shoot down
Today's highlight in history:
airliners with surface-to-air missiles.
On Jan. 6, 1838, Samuel F.B. Morse
And in 1980, the United Nations
first
ration
public
the
demonst
made
Council opened debate on
Security
of his telegraph, in Morristown, New
tion in Afghanistan.
Soviet
interven
Jersey.
Ten
Vietnamese comyears
ago:
re
Theodo
nt
1919,
Preside
In
Peace talks said
at
the
Paris
munists
Roosevelt died at his home in Oyster
not get its
the
would
States
United
N.Y.
Bay,
it agreed
until
s
of
war
back
prisoner
In 1941, President Franklin D.
abandon
and
to
its
w
forces
withdra
goal
n
Roosevelt defined the America
regime.
's
South
Ihieu
Vietnam
of the Four Freedom as freedom of
Five years ago: The U.S. Internaspeech, freedom of worship, freedom

tionai Trade Commission said it
would urge President Ford to set new
restraints in the importing of shoes.
One year a'go: Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini was reported to have
authorized the acceptance of
mediated "guarantees" in negotiations to free 52 American hostages.
Today's birthdays: actress Loretta
Young is 69; entertainer Danny
Thomas is 68; author E.L. Doctorow
is 51. -Thought for Today: "A bad man is
worse when he pretends to be a
saint." — Francis Bacon, British
writer and philosopher, 1561-1626
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North Fork news--

Many guests-visit in area homes; Orr receives injury

••••
••••..
•

By MRS. R. D.KEY
Dec. 31,1981
Rickie Orr recently
sustained a leg fracture
in a motorcycle accident.
His leg will be in a cast
for six to eight weeks.

•

• -

•
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Recent visitors of Orr
included the Rev. James
Phelps, the Rev. Jerry
Lee, the Rev. H. D. Hudson, Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Mitch Sykes, Marilyn
Paschall, the Rev. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Bryan
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr,.Mr. and Mrs. Harold
---Brandon, Steve Paschall
and several school
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
-Paschall, Melissa and
Clint, Mr. and Mrs. Joe

V

Lankford, Michelle and Sills and the Rev. Sills,
John, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Draffenville. Other
Paschall and Mr. and guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Gurvis Paschall Mrs. Mark Paschall, Mr.
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Forand Mrs. Rickie Orr tune and Steve Sills.
Saturday night.
.The Rev. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jerry Lee and daughter,
Jones were Sunday after- Tabitba, the Rev. and
noon guests of Bertie Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Jenkins.
son, Mitch, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Tony Sykes and children,
Hopkins and son, Mike, Brian and Amanda, Mrs.
Chicago, spent holidays Jewel Key and Mrs.
with Mrs. Ruby Owen and Jessie Paschall were
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Christmas day guests 'of
Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Ancil Wicker spent_
-Sykes.
Christmas with WS.
Ruby Whoslow, Leon and
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Scott.
Tarkington and children,
Myrtle Vandtke spent Dayton, Ohio, spent the
holidays with her holidays with Mr. and
daughter, Mrs. Terry Mrs. Enloe Tarkington

Hospital dismissals
released for Friday

1

THE

and Mrs. Brown Flood.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J.
Holley and son, Birmingham, Ala., were recent guests of Ruth
Holley.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes and children, Brian
and Amanda, spent
weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Lanoice Harrington,
Parsons, Tenn.
Mrs. Onie Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
Wilson, Lisa and Mike,
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Key, Kevin , and
Jeremy, and Mrs. Mae
Hopper spent Christmas
day with Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson.

ACEVIRA G. CORN, JR.

The Rev. and Mrs. __Henry Sykes.
Jerry Lee and daughter,- Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Tabitha, along with rest Wyatt and children, Guy
of Lee family, were and Ginger, Nashville,
Christmas eve supper spent ChristmaS day with
guests of Mr. and Mrs. the Glynn Orr family.
Other guests were the
Carl Dalton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Kuykendoll of Fulton Rickie and Brian Orr,
were recent guests of Mr. Jessie Paschall, Bertie
and Mrs. Coy Kuyken- Jenkins, Kenny Jenkins
and Mitch Sykes.
doll.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Weekend guests of Mr.
-and Mrs. Cooper Jones Hopkins, Kenny, Kim and
were•• Sue Weaver and Kurk, and Mr. and Mrs.
children from Ohio and Mabern Key were SaturMr. and Mrs. Herbert day supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson.
Farley from Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Gulledge, Paris, Tenn., Grooms and daughter,
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beverly, Mr, and Mrs.
Orr, Murray -were Rob McCallon and son,
-r Randy, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Christmas day- ta
guests of Mr. and lin. Cooper and daughter,

Lisa, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carman Morton were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Cooper.
Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall
had as supper guests Sunday. night Joetta
Paschall, Marilyn and
Steve Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Day and
Mitch Sykes.

The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mitch
Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and Tabitha
Lee were recent dinner'-guests of Mrs. R. D. Key,
The Lee family had a
ham breakfast with the
Sykes family Tuesday
Other visitors in Sykes'
home were Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Nichols and Denay
Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mrs. R. D.
Key spent Dec. 30 with
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris.' This was a
celebration for Mr. Morris'60th birthday.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Holley spent Christmas
week with Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Smith of
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Boots
Stafford, Detroit, Mich.,
were holiday guests of.
> Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms who returned to
Detroit with them to
spend the winter.

Pennington teacher at Boston

14-A
NORTH
"The covetous man never
•Q J 86
has money the prodigal will
Kim Pennington, son of culminated with a stage professor of opera York City Opera,
•A6
have none shortly." - Ben
Metropolitan Opera, NaMr. and Mrs. "Clinton performance of opera history.
•J 10 9 3
Jonson.
Opera of Tel-Aviv,
tional
•KQJ
costume
Pennington, Rt. 3, and scenes in full
Since moving to Boston
In the play of today's
1-1-82
EAST
107 Carter Rd., Paris, exciting slam, declarer saw WEST
faculty member of with Pennington pro- in 1974, Pennington has Israel and Zurich Opera
/
•5 2
Adults 136
Tenn.; Janie H. Foster, his only chance in a piece of •4
Boston Conservatory of viding piano accompani- been accompanist and in Switzerland.
•74 32
•K
Nursery 7
The Calloway native is
418 Routen St., Paris, flim-flam. What a waste •6 5J4928
Music, said he had been ment.
•AQ8 7
coach for Cambridge
faculty member
NEWBORN
former
a
Tenn.; Kenneth E.Smith, His trickery fooled no one 9 8 5 3
•7 4 2
expanding his teaching
Boston
Workshop,
Opera
From September to
University and
Indiana
ADMISSIONS
at
820 South Fourth St.; and his extravagance cost
SOUTH
and performing ac- November Pennington University School of
College. He
McClure, baby boy Angela K. Brown, 87 him a vulnerable slam.
•A K 10 9 7 3
Cumberland
tivities.
Concert
Boston
was musical assistant to Music,
•Q 105
Declarer won the trump
(Sandra), 1628 West Main Riviera; Carolyn J.
Pi Kappa
of
member
a
is
Theatre of
•K
This past summer he Bertolino in the latter's Opera, Opera
St., Apt.6.
and
Lambda
Isbell, Southside Manor, in dummy and quickly
•A 106
Proand
instruction of complete Tufts University
played dummy's diamond
accompanist
as
served
Opera
O'Bryan, baby boy K-7,South Fulton,Tenn.
Metropolitan
Vulnerable: North-South
vidence Opera Theatre.
jack, hoping to find someone Dealer:
and coach for an opera operatic roles to area
(Jill), Rt. 1, Dexter.
Guild.
North. The bidding:
were
Lessons
his
with
singers.
rose
East
napping.
He has appeared on
workshop in Providence,
Jerry- G. Smith, 1669
Pennington, a graduate
DISMISSALS
king and ___iWssi
South's
bag
to
ace
Proin
conducted
I. The two-week- pre•-• als°
WCRB and WBGH of Calloway County High
R.
-ITLifira Elkins Wells,
Jennifer Cates and ElYat
Pass
1*
24
Pass
a club return was won in
classical radio and WBZ School, received degrees
Pass
gram was at Rhode- vidence and Boston.
baby boy, Box 44, Rt. 3; Henry H. Steproe, dummy. A low diamond was 34 ' Pass 44
Pass
1
NT
,
4
4
Pass
Pennington continues television in Boston. He from Murray State
Island College with Mario
Sedalia; Bonnie L. Rt. 5, Benton; Lillie Ruth ruffed by declarer and when
All
64
Pass
50
Bertolino, bass-baritone, his duties. at Boston Con- has trained professional University and Indiana
Stackhouse and baby boy, Peay, Rt. 1, Farmington; the queen failed to drop.
pass
Metropolitan Opera, New.: se r vstory as Atf(icial -opera singers who per- University. He has done
Box 533, Benton.,-William Paul Dailey, Box declarer was virtually out
Opening lead- Spade four
school accompanist,prin- form at numerous opera doctoral study at Boston
York City, as director.
of legitimate chances (long
Maxine C. Williams, 145, Hazel.
odds against a singleton
T h e workshop - cipal, vocal coach and houses including New University.
heart king and there was no repeats the process to dis
longer any way to manage card his second heart loser. ^
two heart discards from
Bid with Corn
declarer's hand).
In desperation, declarer
tried a bogus finesse by South holds 1-6-B
leading his heart queen, but
A dinner honoring Ola Jackie and Kellie
Fraaces Drake
•A IIC10973
West had an easy cover.
111Q NI
Burkeen in celebration of Burkeen, and Danny, Pato
Down one in a slam that
FOR
THURSDAY,JANUARY 7,1982
•a
her 81st birthday was and Nathan Burkeen, all
should have been made
*AMA
kind
will tomor- propositions.
What
day
of
At trick two, instead of
---- Sunday, Jan. 3, at her of Nashville.
, row be? To find out what the UM A
the "cute" play of the dia- south Awe
Jackie' Shirley Mi
home at Almo. Her birth.stars say, read the forecast (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
'
oni%
MP
mond jack, declarer should 14
You may take up a new hobday was Dec. 17. She is chell and Jill Burkeen, J. given for your birth Sign.
diamond.
low
dummy's
lead
Chance encounters are exby.
DenBurkeen,
Jo
and
B.
of
W.
widow
Barnes
the
fircad
East wins his ace and leads
hilarating, but take nothing
nis B., Gail, Jamie and ARIES
Burkeen.
A
hearts.
Four
‘,.11,i(i 311 I oia
ANSWER:
a club, but declarer has a
for granted. Double-cbsek
Jennifer Burkeen, Grant,(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
solid 50 percent chance. He fine hand in support of Six of her seven
14)r kick
travel schedules.
of
actire
You'll
superficial
Black,
draws trumps and leads the hearts The jump to garriiii children were present. Patsy and EmilyOutland, quaintances now. Avoid situa- SCORPIO
- ns elp
(Ii, Dr
insor
()ro.
Mary
and
W.
C.
to
raise
a
than
stronger
daughter,
Pauline
One
diamond jack from dummy
(Oct. 23 toNov.21) "v
time.
your
waste
that
Crotzer, her husband, Don, Jackie and Daniel tlans
and East is trapped. If he three hearts.
Romance becomes more Arranging financing in a
--Roy, mid their eight Spiceland, Tony and serious and stable.
covers, South ruffs and Send bridge questiourWrile
matter may cause a
Aces.
enjoys two discards. If East P.0
but further
12343. Dallas. Texas 75225. children end- two grand- Sherri Boginv,Bobby Joe TAURUS
ducks his diamond queen, with self-addressed, stamped envelope children of Jeffersontown. and Euple 'Lee, Ricky,(Apr_ 20 to may* ti
research should bring you
South discards a heart and -I9r_rePlY
Paulette and Michelle Rise above distractions and some valuable leads.
were unable to attend.
Attending the noon Woodall,Pam Thompson, you'll obtain good resultsfrom SAGITTARIUS
Office of Conforonces
n, Kim your work efforts. Caillilan (Nov.72 to Dee:I)--A-ter
celebration ___sese_the____A.ne e
sod Cautioning Education
Renee sense should prevail over fly- Impromptu visits- are
and
Roger
Wilson
following:
favored. Unexpected good
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY , Richard,- Ola Mae, Hendon, Tina Thompson, by-night schemes.
THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
news will come via mail or
GEMINI
annoniscas s non-credit
Michael
Morris,
Gary
isa and- Lori James,
phone. Make sure to keep up
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
20)
toJune
21
(May
DANCAROBICS
loh nnt-And Box e and Monte Thompson, all You'll make bold new plans with social obligations.
GO TO EAT
Are you looking for an enjoyable form of exDavid, Lee, of this area.
Burkeen,Burke.
with a loved one and will learn CAPRICORN
ercise? If so, Aerobic Dancing is a fun way
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS—
value a friend's depen- (Dec.=toJan. 19)
to
for you to get a physical and mental tuneI I o.m. to 3p.m.
I
dability. Don't take another's Guard against carelessness
on the job,and be sure to comup. The class is designed to help you
advice lightly. Listen!
plete all assignments. Higherdevelop your stamina while having fun,
CANCER
ups will appreciate your
stabilize your pulse, and tone your muscles
et:)
22)
July
to
21
(June
By CECILY
In a l'2-pint bowl
ExPeriment with innovative dependability.
Class format consists of continuous simple
BROWNSTONE
(about 6 by 3 inches pour work methods. Little things AQUARIUS
dance movements _anti steps it—i_addition,..
Associated Press
the orange juice over the should not be thought of as in- (Jan. 20 to Feb.la)
pulse rate will be taken and monitored. Welt_
are.
contacts
Food Editor
prunes- the juice should surmountable obstacles. De- New
supported tennis shoes ore recommended.
stimulating, but don't use
WITH POTATO,BREAD & DINNER SALAD
COMPANY BRUNCH
cover them. Refrigerate pend on loved anen
_Enrollment limited to 35
good times as an escape from
Orange Prunes
LEO
overnight.
- SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
,
problems. Wise advisers will
Mondays and Wednesdays
23
(July
Aug.
to
22)
Livers
Chicken
with
saucepan
Eggs
-quart
P'
a
In
•
of assistance now.
be
January 11-March 17(Carr Health Bldg.)
tie
close
A
feels
especially
Popovers Coffee
bring the prunes and
PISCES
_Instruclors: Linda Haverstock and
Orange Prunes
orange juice to a boil and creative. Social life has its ups (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Mattis
These may be served in let bubble gently for 5 and downs, but late-evening A
family slight
group activities prove satisfy9:30-10:30 a.m.
WITH POTATO,BREAD $695
small, pretty bowls.
minutes. Cool; stir in the ing.
misunderstanding is possible,
Twenty Sessions...$51.00
8 ounces pitted prunes orange liqueur. Chill VIRGO
or you could find a relative lax
& DINNER SALAD
Registration is easyS...simply col1.762-42291(18 prunes)
before serving. There will (Aug. 23to Sept. 22) nr
in some way. Attention to duty
Other non-credit - classes to begin In. 4 caps orange juice
/
11
be a small amount of A flash of inspiration solves should prevail now.
— For Catering Call
February. Call the thove number to receive4 cup orange-flavor li- thick, tangy syrup. your problem. Conservative
1
/
ditiona I information.
methods are your best bet for YOU BORN TODAY have
queur
Makes 6 servings.
success now. Ignore offbeat an analytical mind which will
bring you success in scientific
research or art criticism. You
7 10,9:05 + 2:00 Sat., Sun. have the ability to commercialize your mental gifts, so a
good education is essential if
you are to make the most of
your abilities. You have executive talent, but may be too
exacting in your eipectations.
Be more tolerant of the shortCent,o1C r,• '•,3 13
of others. A perfeccomings
.05 9:25+ 2:00Sat.,Sun
tionist streak can make you
too self-critical as well. Think
big and aim for the top, but
remember to be true to
yourself. Law, medicine,'
1 Rack
•
banidng, films, psychology
and photography are poss1
vocations for you. Birthdate
of: Millard Fillmore, U.S.' _4
. . lads Saair•Saa III
'
7:00. :00+ 2:00 Sal,Sun president; Charles Adchuna,
cartoonist; and St. Bernadette
IOHN
Cardigan & Slipover
K1,115911
of Lourdes.
DAN
•
AYKROYD
Desigoor Joins
off
From
0.00 to $12.50
Men's-W0.11411's-Irs.
"Sltadowline" Poly Velour
7;00,9:15 2:00Sat., Su
111 E. Poplar
Open Every Day
PAW. IIEWIAAM
SALLY FIELD
ABSENCE
OF
MALICE
For Information
Regarding

'birthday celebration
honors Ola Bur-keen

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Your Individual
scope

$1"

'CAA

Fira:"Ytrouble,

BOX

'V

1)EIN

thafit

via

r
Steak For Two

Special recipe listed

$995

.-

424-g.

tOz. Ribeye Steak

•

114

INVENTORY
CLOSING
Michelson's
Jewelers
Will Be Closed
Thursday Jan. 1, 82
For
inventory
Re-Open
Friday, Jan. 8, 82
at 10 a.m.
)vhilsee6a,

On All Fall SiVfinter Coats lu pu c.

-- -

•
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Match s-5°-*

Swedters 112

a CO./UO.1/0
PVC TOMOS

Electrolysis
(Permanent

Removal of Hair)
Coll
/

111111
1
1:
416
:
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Bel Air Ctr. --4/

1
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Font porch

Front Porch Swing will
resume rehearsals
Thursday, Jan. 7, at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
This is a group • of
women singing barber
shop harmony. Any interested persons are invited to attend, Larrie
Clark, director, said.

9, at Triangleinn.
A buffet dinner will
sthrt at 6:30 p.m. with a
program to begin at 7:30
p.m.
Speakers Wi include
Kenny Jackson, Gerald
Turner, Rick Clendenon,
Tom Klatt, Booby
Thweatt and Tom
Geerdes.
The fellowship is open
to men, women and
children p spokesman,
said. ti.

•110••••.••••r:,
.V,_2(414.V-w ALL, IP.,
I

•
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Lowry-Abernathy weddi•ng. planned
Plans have been completed for the wedding of
Conielyn Lowry, Memphis, to Dr. William
Butler Abernathy, Jr.,
Cordova,Tenn.
The ceremony will be
solemnized at 4 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 9, at First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, with Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., officiating.
Music will be by Mrs.
Vernon Shown, vocalist,
and Mrs. Richard Farrell, organist: Mrs. Paul
Lynn will direct the wedding.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of De. and Mrs.
Caine Crittenden Lowry,
Murray. The groom-elect
is the son of the late Mrs.
Robert Kluge, Jonesboro,

Ark., and William Butler
Abernathy,Sr.
Attendants for the
bride-elect will be Mrs.
Robert Haugh, Lexington, matron of honor,
Mrs. Richard Stanford,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Jennie Gordon, Murray,
and Ann Abernathy,
Memphis.
The groom-elect's attendants will be Hall
McAdains, 'Attie Rock.
Ark., best man, Dr.
Robert Kluge and Hans
Winter, Jonesboro, Frank
Abernathy, Columbus,
Ohio, Gene Williams,
Memphis, and Duane H.
Lowry.
A reception will follow
at Murray Woman's Club
House.

All friends and day, Jan. 8, at 7:30 p.m.
relatives are invited to at- at Seven Seas tend the wedding and the Restaurant.
reception. No local invitaMrs. Gordon Moody
tions were sent.
and Mrs. Bill Barker will
The groom-elect and be hostesses for a
his stepfather, Dr. Robert bridesmaids' luncheon at
Kluge, will be hosts for a the Barker home on Main
rehearsal dinner Thurs- Street.

s

Second Chance Possible For
Adoptees and Birth Parents
-

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
cludubon society
-----1—
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
Dr. Clell Peterson will
pwp-Chapter
By Abigail Van Buion'
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
speak-for Jackson Rur.
'not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
chase Audubon Society Greater Paducah
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
Monday, Jan. 11, at 7 Chapter of Parents
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
p.m. _
Without Partners will
be accepted.
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to thank you for printing the
The meeting will be at meet for a dance and
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed ALMA (Adoptee's Liberty Movement Association) address
Broadway United orientation Friday, Jan.
for a wedding article are available at the in your column. After getting in touch with the organiMethodist Church, 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
zation, I've been reunited with my natural mother after
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
Paducah.
31 years!
American Legion Hall,
Dr. Peterson, professor Paducah.
She and I are both thrilled to have found each other. I
never would have known about ALMA had I not read it in
of English at Murray The chapteris open to
your column.
State University, will pre- any parent .single by
Words are inadequate to express my appreciation to you
aintings
sent "Favorite Bird Pic- reason of dgath, divorce
p
and ALMA.
•
tures" from his collection or separation.
ROBERTA IN FLORIDA
takenover_a_period 01_10 General meetings are
•
ating
Differenti
heart
attacks
Marcella Rung, a Mur- Now, please stay tuned for a word from Roberiate
years. - on first and third Fridays
ray Art Guild member, mother:
A social is
men's fellowship of each month.
E.
Lamb,M.D.
Lawrence
has an exhibit of a group
planned for second and
her paintings at the DEAR ABBY: I want to thank you for publishing the
of
mixed-up
a
with
condithe
combined
will
two
clarify
Full
of
chapter
I
LAMB
Local
DEAR DR.
fourth Fridays.
your column. It has made possible a
some
that
response
who
for
immune
you.
tions
Others
Theater during the details about ALMA in
Cheri
Gospel Business Men's For information per- wish you would tell me want this issue can send 75 people inherit. The disease
given up for adoption 31 years
had
I
child
a
contact
with
myomonth of January.
in a news story in 1974 and
Fellowship Inte:national sons may call 1-4424390 about angina versus
ALMA
about
read
I
ago.
to
coverthe
damage
long,
causes
a
stamped,
cents
with
cardial infarction. My husWith the exception of registered with it under my maiden name. In 1981 my
will meet Saturday, Jan. or 1-444-9604.
fibers.
nerve
of
sheath
for
ing
envelope
self-addressed
band suffered from a myocardial infarction last year. it to me,in care of this news- This affects those involved one oil, the original pain- daughter read about ALMA in your column, and she wrote
It has been six months since paperi.P.O. Box 1551, Radio nerve fibers' - ability to tings are watercolors of to register her name.
We found each other, and a Thanksgiving reunion was
scenery and flowers.
his attack. He feels pretty City Station, New York, NY transmit impulses.
Thursday, Jan. 7
will be open as follows: well but now that he is up 10019.
Your symptoms depend
planned! I never dreamed this could happen. Thank you!
began
painting
Rung
Coldwater Baptist Hazel and Douglas from and around, people say, "Oh
The anginal pain is caused upon which nerve fibers are
ROBERTA'S MOTHER, WASHINGTON STATE
exclusively in oil 10 years
•
Church Women will meet 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis that sounds like angina and from inadequate blood flow involved. Often the fibers
Art
DEAR MOTHER:I am glad that I was able to play a
not myo." I would like to to the heart muscle that is are injured and not perma- ago. She joined the
at 7 p.m. at church.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
know about the difference temporary. In myocardial nently damaged. As a result Guild seven years ago part in this wonderful reunion. Yours is only one of
infarction the inadequate they may repair and a per- and was encouraged by many.
Murray Civitan Club and if they are right.
Murray Women of
circulation persists long son may regain more nor- fellow members to try Readers: ALMA's address is: P.O. Box 154, WashThe
READER
DEAR
FamiJoe's
Big
meet
will
8
at
p.m.
met
„Moose will
distinction is not always so enough to cause damage to mal functions.
ington Bridge Station, New York, N.Y. 10033. --. 1iiRnslaurantat7 p.m.
As this implies, a person watercolor, according to Parents and their children can be "matched" Only U
atlodge hall.
clear-cut as you might imag- the heart muscle - and peoguild
recovery
Crawford,
And
have
remissions.
may
good
Pat_
a
make
•
both parties are agreeable:Cub Scout Pack No. 57 ine. In terms of symptoms, ple dosome such attacks. The the remissions may last for
Garden Department of
-spokesman.
an angina attack usually from
agency that locates the natural
an
not
is
This
at
7
meet
at
p.m.
will
a
a
is
causes
The
long
course
time.
Murray Woman's Club
lasts less than 15 minutes. muscle damage
Crawford sad Rung parents of adoptees, or sesircheo.for children who
The longer the symptoms number of laboratory highly variable, but in one was encouraged to enter have been adopted.
will meet at 1 p.m. at club Carter School.
study after 25 y9rs 74 per- .....the more likely it is that the changes.
house.
"•'riclay, Jan.8 • J.---fain is caused from a myo.
The electrocardiogram cent of the patients were her work in contests. She
.
shows the muscle damage still alive compared to 86 also took part in a guild
Ijssel and Douglas cardial infarction.
-Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
••
the disease in the arter- percent of the general_popu- workshop on watercolor
--of Beta Sigma Phi mill- Senior Citizens Centers...-__•__ This sounds simple but (not
- DEAR ABilr Strhitaband- And I have been
. _
ies to the heart). And certain lation - not bad.
oneaboutthat
r
-remembe
am,
10
conducted by Emily
from
open
and
at
be
p,ni.
Ellis
Will
7:30
hapilymred
for six years.(I'm 27 and he's 29.) We both work
meet at
am-show
In
-)
we
advise
.
will
general,
tests
blood
third of all myocardial
want
love to treveland-we've tteided that
to 2 p.m with lunch at infarctions cause no pain or increase in chemicals asso- patients to avoid fatigok--W-olfson in 1979.
Center.
Following thischildren
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at so little pain that the person ciated with the breakdown emotional stress and temis their only child
doesn't even see a doctor. I of the damaged heart perature changes. Exacer- workshop, Rung entered. Our probleim is hisparents. My husband
Senior Citizens Centers Douglas at noon.
four
was impressed with this muscle. These findings are bations of the disease are an oil and two water- and they want grandchildren. My parents already havethem,
more likely to occur during
grandchildren so we don't get as much pressure from
when I started a program to all considered by your.Kloccolors in a contest con- although
ough they have told us often enough that one daywe
take electrocardiograms tor before he makes a final Pregnancy or soon after.
by Paducah will
myocardial
ducted
of
diagnosis
"sorry" if we don't have- a family.
flying
poputhe
in
annually
GIRL
USREY
Susan Mason, is a
infarction as opposed to
Force.
Substitute unsweetened Woman's Club. She won I am so tired of having to make excuses for choosing to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy therapeutic dietitian at lation for the Air
start in
The typical pain of angina angina.
cereals for nuts when first prize in watercolors remain childless. Every time we see my in-laws, they
Usrey, 7937 Pedigo Rd., Baptist Hospital there.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I baking
iin7Toies„
on us, telling us how "selfish" we are. Abby, we love our
the infarction
oils,
in
third
prize
and
The
best
cookies.
have great difficulty in
want nor need
Knoxville, Tenn., are the The father is an in- atHhnedasame,
pressure
In addition to winning freedom and have decided that we neither
been choices are puffed rice or
parents of a daughter dustrial engineer at chest, sometimes radiating walking and it has scle' think we're wrong?
prizes and honorable children
puffed wheat.
down the arm or even into diagnosed as multiple
Do you
born Sunday,.Jan. 3,' at TRW,Knoxville.
rosis. I would like to know
in
mention
in
contests,
pit
pain
the
the
or
jaw
the
_ • - CHILDLESS AND HAPPY
St. Mary's Medical
Grandparents are Mr. of the stomach. It is dull and more about this disease. I froTm
ies Rung has sold many paintamw
ng thveeirgevtiab
o losstiop
dis"
the
how
Center.
know
to
-Alvin
want
Usrey,
Rt. oppressive. In many anginal
and Mrs
‘.0f all the reasons to have a
DEAll..11AP1PY,1419
tings in recentyears.
The baby weighed 1, and Alvand Mrs. Allen attacks the pain begins with ease progresses and if there
others wha-Alui you'kola Is
Pruogor•APINK
Cheri
falai,'
The
and
Theater
them
steam
should
nutrients,
I
that
Seven pounds one Otinee Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield. exertion and will stop when are exercises
worst.
the
rather than boil thpm, hn- the Murray Art Guild indo.
2 in.. Great-grandparents are the exertion stops.
/
and measured 201
DEAR READER - We mediately after peeling. vite the public to come to
I am sending you The
ches. She has been named Mrs. Orfield Byrd, Murstill don't know what causes Never soak them after see this talented artist's
lmyocardialt h Letter number
Jennifer Diane.
- -.. What You Need - to Know multiple sclerosis but many slicing.ray, and-Mr. and-BM.
work, Crawford said.
DEAR ABBY: I've run into a situation that requires your
About Heart Attacks, which think it is caused by a virus
The mother, the former Carl Usrey,Kirksey,
help. When a friend or neighbor asks to borrow kitchenware
she knows I have, and I do not want to lend it to her, what
should I tell her without hurting her feelings or telling a
falsehood, which I don't want to do?HOUSTON POST READER

-•••••.
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Marcella Rung

HEALTH

now at Cheri

Community calendar

-.-

-

Usrey-birth reported

41131) Januarg FASHION clearance!

-

DEAR READER:Tell her the truth:-I don't want to
lend my kitchenware out." And don't be surprised if
your candid refusal puts a slight crimp in your
friendship, because it probably will.

Paid,ky.

•

The Honest Way!

SALE

Amy Gold Stomped
10K-141(-1.162211
inashIBANIA
164011•411afte
WoMale.ININ14.11

Pay VOW
CAUL

11:11'
TO

We ore not "Fly-ByNighters" only in town
overnight tee take your
money. We've been trusted
in Poducoh for 69 years.

50%
• SPORTSWEAR
• DRESSES
• SLEEPWEAR
•SWEATERS
• COATS

Gymnastic Classes

We're
per

/511tolia
lc
dial&
11I pats sisals leant

DIAMONDS
WANTED

NOW!

OFF

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

, •-

Starting

-January 11th, 1982

Opole Doily 10:00 am.to 6:00 p.m.

Lict, wirt
,IF*H116
Bel Air Shoppiag canter

Y
RRA
P1U
GYMNASTIC
•

January Uni rni
See

,

CENTER
753-0129

64TN.

Bei 2 Uniforms
At Itigiler'Price
Attain 3rd One
orn
.
•efIG

;OUR-ENTIRE STOCK
FALL/C140LIDAY
MUST GO

4

2302 KENTUCKY AVE.
HWY. 148 SO. OF HERRIN, IL.
'OWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.

.00

Enjoy a
vme

Open New Year's Day
Sale Starts January 1st
Come Early For Good Selection

SALE AT ALL 3STORES

uli

"- FREE!

I

PARKER'S
Uniform & Maternity Fashions
Msyfield Shoppirig Plats, Mayfishi, Ky.
Phone (502)247-8449

visit in your
apt—new home:-

Yor new home can be "Nome Sweet Home" more
, _—
cluck ly after a WELCOME WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about noodplacet
to shop. Useful gifts and Invitations you can redeem for
more gifts from civic minded businesses. That's what
my visit Is all abont- and Its free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me
Ketberiee Wised 7S3-3071
Hostesses
Engebera King (Asst.)412-8348
Mary NainiltedfAest)7S3-SS70

•

•

_

.
I

•••-••••--

••••••••••••.
,
-470.

)PY AVAILABLE
•

- Home Owned
Operated

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

REG. 894
BOUNTY

DISHWASHING
CHICKEN OF THE SEA
CHUCK

JUMBO
ROLL
LIMYT1NE PER FAWWT
MTN.$10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAILY PRODUCTS

4IOU PIG._

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

GALA 140 CT.

CORN
MEAL ..

NAPKINS

5 LB. BAG

GAL.$22

2
i 46
oi i
FLAV

SUNFLOWER SELF-RISING

KRAFT WRAPPED

CHEESE $1

FLAV-0-11CN 1 !G LIGHT

½01.

--- (SIVESSOOKERKAEIMMENTO)
'
-----

SCOT FARM

KRAFT 32 OZ.

EDON BATHROOM

MAYONNAISE..
SHORTENING

OZ.

DOMINO POWDERED

DEL MONTE

t

11131112-,

1 39

CATSUP

2407.99'

HUNT'S TOMATO

SUGAR

2I99

/$1

_
ROTEAD COT WEN
$1 09

PIE

JELLY

BEANS

2/99'
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DRESSING

20
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-CHIPS
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99'
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DOVE DISHWASHING

KRAFT

LIQUID_ . _._
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,

'
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FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

HYDE-PARK PORK

ØL$.*.awn BONELESS
CHICKEN FIND OA PORK
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RED, RIPE
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FRYER

BREAST
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BOLOGNA
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$ 1 39
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SMARM

SANDWICH

ROLLS •

FIELD Mt

LOAF

LB.

$1 89

MACARONI

SALAD

LB.l94

TIT OUR DELI MADE

PIZZA'S

299-$399

• FOOD GIANT CASH POT

TANGIRINES12 99,

BROCCOLI

99'
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THIS WEEK WIN
Last Week's Winner Of $400.00 Was
Carol Solmon, Murray, Kt.'
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After 10 inactive-years; union leaders meet-with Democrats
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Democratic Party is
welcoming organized
labor back into the fold
and hoping union leaders
will bring the rank and
file with them.
Democratic Chairman
Charles T. Manatt met
Tuesday with the
presidents of 20 unions
r and acknowledged the
session was a "recognition of the last 10 years of
organized labor not taking a direct and active
role in party activities."-- _

r-ee

--e

---,--- -- union members are reely collar workers. Carter mobilize the members of vital.a stake in this whole
to follow their leaders polled 48 percent among our labor movement thing to stand to one
back into a strong this traditionally much better than we have side."
alliance with the Democratic group.
in the past."
The union leaders
Democrats.
Glenn Watts, president
He said that while he brushed aside criticism
In 1980, Reagan ran of the Communications would not try to tell. from Republicans of the
surprisingly well among Workers of America and members how they ought strengthened relationship
blue-collar voters despite co-chairman of the to vote, the CWA leader- with the Democratic Parthe endorsements that Democratic Party's labor ship "certainly does wish ty.
Democrat Jimmy Carter council, said labor defec- to give all its members as
Joyce said the
received from most union tions to Reagan reflected much .information as it Republicans
haven't askthe fact Alha4-4-4-he can"
presidents.
- —"ea labor for similar parAn Associated Press- American people were
John Joyce, president ticipation in party
counNBC News poll of voters frustrated with the pat- of the Bricklayers Union
cils.
on Election Day, faind-ern of things and they and co-chairman of Abe-Watts said he would encouncil with Watts, said,
Reagan winning suppoft- yoted for a change."
Watts said he hopes "to "Our members have too courage Republican
from 45 percent of blue-

He described the
Reagan administration
as "the most anti-union,
an-ti -worker administration in this country in the last 50 years."
The union leaders said
in a statement: "The
economic policies of this
administration are a
tragedy for the nation
and a particular hardship
for American working
men and women."
But the unanswered
political question is
Whether rank-anis-file

RK
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Prices Good 1-6
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Keebler Saltine

Crackers

We Cody
Accept Fend Stamps
We Reserve nu Right

flCWith $10.00 Or Moro Parcios

Save 78'
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Name *weed & Operated
a.m.
Nem Store Nears 7

Excluding Dairy& Triokacco
Products r Drinks On*tecial

1 Lb. Box
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Ti Limit thweiltles

Hyde Pork Bath

Tissue

epsi 00
Dr. Pepper,
,7.41-p, Mt. D

•

89C

011
Dixie resh
Grade A Large

White Only Save 20'
Hyde Park Pink Sore 26`

Salmon

$799

Tall Con

lama Apple or Grape Sore 30'
110

jelly
Cheese

Save 60
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Si39

.........._
99_c

Castleberry 24 oz.

Doz. .

BeefStew

SOY@

Hominy, Chopped Turnip Greens,
Blockeye Feeis,
Pinto Beans
Great Northerns

di

_

14'

;

Hyde Park

$7 79
Trash Bags.J3 Gal. 10 Ct. I

Hefty Lg. Sore 30'

Chicken
of the Sea

•

'N.k•

Libby's Sore Tr

Potted Meat....301. 4/$1

tuna

_-: "Atiliater Big Rolls

- Towels

9.5ove20`
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'.Cain Recognition
•Win Friends
4'Get Our Of Your 511,11--

Potatoes

--- -,
Potato Pancake, Cheese Scolloped, Crispy
__Scalloped, Tangy Augratin, Saer_Cilemult
Chives.

t For Men
-Women
eleadership
*Human Relations

_ ?WOO 801.11Pak

Dog chow.01.1a,log
Champ Ration

Carnation Hot

L

39
-f
sit

Cocoa Mix

Dog
Tissue
Food. !
-40
Tomatoes.
4$2rio

Sore 44' 12 Pkg. Box
Kleenex Facial Sore 28'

Lb:Bag

•
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MEAT DEPT.
U

Frosty Acres Baby

Limas .

Roast
,s 59

Fish Sticks

-*Fabric
•Foam

49

Chuck Roast

Or
After limns By Ajpointinent

Lean Boneless
Stew

Chuck
1159

-

Phone 753-0600

Lb.

limb Leda Gowned

1

*Custom Drapes

Choke Boneless

U .S:D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Frosty Seas
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105 North 7th
Can Help You With
'Furniture Repair
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99

10 oz.69C

Assoctotes Inc , Evonsvdle, Ind
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Jones-4 Gray Irpholstery

Save 38`

Siam!.....
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DaluCarnegie
----t-- Course*

Presented By Charles D Eubonk
WM MIR

14i oz. A

Gargle

The

Attend 1st Session Free
Spossored by M.C.C. Chamber

991

69

Contadlna Whole Peeled

••

Milk

175's
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*Cemovenicets!Am
Effectively —11:
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Light
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STONEY FORK, Ky. inside the m1ne,-1ocated
(AP) — Lethal air inside near the Bell-Knox couna Knox County coal mine --ty line some 10 miles norwas the apparent cause theast of Pineville, and.
for the deaths for two did not come out, HopperBarbourville miners, ac- said.
'The second man went
cording to Knox County
in and didn't come out,"-Coroner Walter Hopper.
Hopper said that the Hopper added, and a
victims, Identified as third miner at the scene -'Alfred Henry Gregory, then went for help.
The third miner, who
20, anctioe W. Mayne,23,
were killed Tuesday was not identified, was
afternoon. The bodies not injured.
The bodies were found
were taken early today to
Louisville for an autopsy about 500 feet inside the
by_Dr. George Nichols, mine by rescue crew,
the state medical ex- two of whom had to be
treated when they were
aminer.
Hopper said his also overcome by the bad
preliminary judgment for air, Hopper said.
Hopper said the mine
the cause of death was
"black damp," a suf- was owned by WRW Minfocating mixture of car- ing Corp. of Bryant's
bon monoxide and Store,a community about
10 miles south of Barnitrogen.
One of the victims was bourville.

69C

French't Save-14'

Sausage._

Barbourvilleminers
killed by lethal air

By The Associated Press for an average of $182.96.
The low average was
Kentucky's burley
tobacco markets carried $176.55, recorded at Coyout transactions for ington, where only 546,220
21,403,903 pounds of leaf pounds of burley were
Tuesday, just 200,000 ',sold.
Lexington warehouses
pounds more than the
previous day's sales. The handled 3,595,033 pounds
per hundredweight of leaf, and the average
average stayed at $181.81, was $181.73.
There *ere no salmi.'
according to the FederalTueiiday at Franklin,
State Market News.
Springfield's average Henderson and Paducah.
For the season,
of $183.08 per hundredweight was tops in 402,305,158 pounds of
the state on the sale of burley have been auction671,127 pounds of burley, ed at an average of
while Owensboro auction- $180.66 per ltsttid red
ed 803,121 pounds f_ leak pounds.
mew MID 11111M1 MEM MIN •
•••

',111011117_71-'4-

Sore 30'

••

choosing "a monogamous
relationship with the
Democratic Party while
tbtklly ignoring the party
entrusted by the voters tcr
run the government."

Burley price average
remains at$181.81

Eggs

.79

16 oz.

Sea/test 24 oz. Cottage

39

1

•

4 roll pkg.

members of CWA to participate in GOP affairs.
The Republican National Committee has
criticized AFL-C10 President Lane Kirkland for

Sherry Jones 753-6152
Barbara Gray 753-6265
•••••••••••••••0411111- 01Fikjra

Beef
4T3
1
.

Aunt Jornima Heat N Serve

Waffles

Ground Beef

PRODUCE
„....

Celery

Stalk

49c

Potatoes
,
Red robe)
Ruby Red

Grapefruit

Field's Old Fashion
Pork

Field's Wieners
or Sliced

Pork Chops Sausage Bologna

No. 1 Red

Grapes

Metzger Smoked
Center Cut

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
1 Egg, 1 Sausage,
Biscuit, and Gravy.
0•p75
FISH SPECIAL

Lb

Family Pack 3Lb.
Or More

Fresh Crisp

•

$7-09

59C Pure-fresh
-Lesin

oft

lb.

c
79

-

$769
I

Lb.

Reelfoot No. 1 Sliced Slab

3/49c Bacon -

99

Get $ 00 00±107.
Fish Dinner

$719

C
Lb.

I

Lb. Pkg.

5:00 p.m. Til Close
Friday Only

$109

rrt---,rir",Ho&

753-4477
Murray, Ky.
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Uncle
Jeff's
.01
Health And
Beauty Aids
• ..••
1.6.81.3401

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing
Dept.
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hruDept
Prices Good
Jan. 10

Prices Good Thru Jan. 10
on* items not exact

Nyquil
Night Time Cold
Medicine

12 Oz. Liquid
100 Tablets

Toni
Home Perm

Vicks
Formula 44
Cough
Mixture

(,HT
ARD

'Gentle, Regular, Super

$239

Sale

Sale $ 1 48

Gillette
Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant

Ladies

Purses

Blouses,
Flannel Shift

Regular, Extra Control,
Unscented
7 Oz. Aerosol
7 Oz. Non-Aerosol

Scented, Unscented,
Powder Dry

Schick
Super II
• Cartridges

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Is

kilo

as

Mylanta
Antacid
Anti-Gas

Vick:

3 Oz Bettie

-

Infant,. oddler, grid Girlswear

Pants Shi

Twhe Made Shaving Cartridges
Package of S
$

1 19

and Knit Tops

Uniroyal, Brown, Lace-Up, Insulated

Rubber Boots
Boys & Youths Sizes

Save Up To $8.01

Extra Strength

Ross
Super
Glue

Deigatrim

Save $3.99
A Pair

Bonds Instantly
3 Grams •
Reg $1299

Aim
Toothpaste

Sole

Women's

j
With Fluoride
Regular or Mint Flavored
er
Ot. holly Size

'

Geritol
Tablets

CorrectatTaitiff

High Potency
Iron and Vitamin
Tablet
100 Plus 14 Free

Gentle, Dependable,
Laxative Tablets

'Reg. $16.99

Sale $ 1 I
"Save $5.11

$479

•

Jumbo
Magic Magnetic
Photo Album

Tampax
Tampons

No Glue or Corners
Needed
20 Sheets, 40 Pups

*Original hydrar
*Sheeler Itesolor
*Soper
*Soper Plus
lumenty Package Ihn of 10

No. WA120

'fkittka..Fe...

I

8 Oz. Box

Sophie
Mae
Peanut
Brittle
Sale

warm I
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Hendi-Bag 2Ply
Tall Kitchen Can Bags

/Iii

Winter
Clearance Sale —
Continues
mens& Boys
Velour-T
&Sweater

Mal/FM porialgor with 8
transistor circuitry,
telescopic, FM antenna,
21
/
4"Speaker, Carrying Strap
Model $050

Sale $ 1 1

of IS With

95
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Reg. $16.99
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Mers& Boys Active

Sportswear
Selected Jackets,
Shirts, Shorts
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1 2"
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Quantity Rights Reserved
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Correct Printing Errors. •
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ShoppersStamp
Welcome
Murray, Ky.
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QUARTERS
.800

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
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Look for the RED TAG They indicate
the items you buy the most often
, that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money.

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

_ —

semoestro

10-Lb.—Heavy Type Pork

SPARE
RIBS

*4"

BONUS
BUYS

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG.
These are our weekly advertised
specials we continue to bring you
super savings each week

5'42BRALitirtritis

DRUMSTICKS

3

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

10- -

10-Lb.
TURKEY

Three Ways To Save You Money!

2

TO-Lb.
MEAT SALE
Buy 10 pounds of meat and save money.
Take Immo and repath into smatter pkgs..
end freeze for big savings.

VALUE PRICES

-

GIGANTIC- -I:—

Save $2.00

9°
7

10-Lb.-Field's Dry Salt
FAT
BACK

SAUSAGE

Save04.00*le°

tlw•noo$119°

-Chunk Style
SMOKED
JOWL
$750

10-Lb.-Slicad
SMOKED
PICNICS

it

10-Lb.—Elm Hill

SMOKED

-11evo$1.40

Russet White

Noire*

AS OrInds—Allionuel House

1.

COff
Up Tolle
1111V0

WASHINGTON STATE YELLOW DELIMOUS

APPLES
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CELERY
FLORIDA
GRAPEFRUIT.
THE NATURAL SNACK
RED GRAPES
YELLOW
ONIONS
FRESH
PINEAPPLES

-

I-Lb.
Bag

494
49*

••,•-•,•-• •• •

LARGE STALK
-

1

ss

-t

Each

1 49
5 Lb- Bag 1
• Lb.89°
3 Lb. Bag 89°
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Rutter
milk

Good News
HEALTH Et
3-Pock79*
Razors
Antacid
BEAUTY AIDS Nlaalox
12-0s. •
VidesCough FormulaSese UP ToMbililp"Soft Sense thew Up Took
44/4411.-ao.-- —
Hand Lotion
990 Formula
Norwich
Reg.or X-Body-Silkience
Aspirin
To
Conditioner
1
49
-Pepto-Bismol...roz.$16.
Reg. or X-Body-Silkience
Hair spray sew Up To 300
•
Sham
*1
49 coldT
Aa
-Net
Toothpaste ave To 411C
apsues
l
.1
29
Aquafresh 10 ct foi89
Contact
Save Up To 30,
:.

4

Save Up To 404

1831

Each99°

6th

Save Up To 90C

Save Up To 300

250C1

_

Save Up

400

Save Up To 304

BONUSBUY

Saving Youliven
MORE Money!

Up

Save Up To 305_

4-0.z.

No Frills Label...
. No Frills Price/
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Mg Food
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Eltron Compere GE $2-9.

Hê.Dkv.up To 20C
nit"
-$4

12-Cht.

279

FRENCH OR ITALIAN comeer
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DRESSING
APPLE JUICE..:
GRAPE JUICE
BATHROOM TISSUE 4.non6
CAKE MIX

a'

GENERIC Compare Nluask
ignaelf.IIII

4-Pk.

GENERIC Compere Welch's

ROC
umbo Roll girgg.

2-Lb Rag Say* Up To 1SC

, GENERIC Compere Northern $1 311

Pinto Beans
$159
g -'
Oil
$193
Cheer
Dressing
Salad
Doc. Asst.save
Soft'N Pretty
*1"
Fl
49
Singles
IGA Vegetable Save Up To 30C

DEVIL'S FOOD, WHITE, YELLOW Compere Duncan Hines 1 09

0141

Big 48-0r..

Giant Size

JFG Compere rellerecie Whip $1 41

no

. 32-02.

Up To XX

4-Ro1199°

mamma rnmy

I Mazola

Martha White Save Up To *34

5-1.b. Sag
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Kraft American Cheese Sava Up To 30C
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6

16-0z.EP

r

Detergent Seas Up To 30C

Or

GENERICS

I

48-0z. I I 1-°9 Cabin

Corn
Oil

coupon. Coupon$2.79
expires Tues.,
with
Jan. 12, 1982. Only One Coupon I
per

family.
35 + 7

Pancake
Syrup

$

25 +7

7GF26 --671

169
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10-Lb.—Reelfoot Sliced

10-Lb.— Libby's

SLAB
BACON
150
10ndlConter MixecL

BEEF
PATTIES

$

sw.$31012136
I

PORK
CHOPS

ezA
$135017/

sail MAO

I

$500

SOUTHSIDE

•

104.b.—Reelfoot Pork

$1700

le-Lb.—Reelfoot

NECK
BONES

PIG
FEET
4-4250

.390
Save $2.00

Save $1.411

--

TABLERITE MEATS
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%dr

0-Lb.—Reeffoot's

Fresh—Picnic Style

PORK
ROAST
10-Lb.—U.& Choice

•

<1—

JUICY — LEAN

PORK CUTLETS
FIELD'S
SLICED BOLOGNA
FIELD'S—FAMILY PAK—SUCED
SLAB BACON...

'

TOP — Avg.

Wt.10-12 Lb.

_sullaum_

ells BON

Lb.

RELD'S

IN THEBAG BEEFSALE! 'DINNER
10-12 Lb. Avg. — Whole
FRANKS
RIB EYE ROLL
Lb $409

Peanut
Butter

SIRLOIN TIP

PriceRoas`bt•$199

Save 904 Over Regular

Whole-22-25 Lb.. Avg.—Boneless

SLICED
BACON
OUR ECONOMY BRAND

Everyday Low Price
..;01.40ows.•

1

BUNNY ROMAN MEAL

Betty Crocker Save Up To 100

BREAD

Texsun Pink Grapefruit—

20 OZ. LOAF

LB. Box
Amer. Beauty Mixed Save

Cake
............. WOE.
Ronco
Spaghetti
36*
Crystal Wedding
Oats.
Save Up To 70

co ima rnsuple
Log Cabin
2-lb. I
Complete
$11 19
Mix
with coupon. Coupon expires Tues., I
January 12, 1982. Limit one coupon
per family.
15

7

7GF15la2j1
i

7 Oz
Save Up To 10C

I Yang Instant

Carnation Save Up To 7C

1801.1
Breakfast
$1610'
Drink
with coupon. Coupon expires Tues.,
January 12, 1982. Umit one coupon •
per family.
=
20+7
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Ruling puts'creationistson ofiensive

Obituaries
Mrs.Jackson's Ferguson dies; rites Friday
Services for Edward S. He' was a member of
, rites today Ferguson III will be Fri- First United Methodist
: Services for Mrs. Mar- day at 2 p.m. in the Church.
jorie Jackson were today
at 2 p.m. in I.eDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial -was in Hillerest
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Jackson, 67,
Buchanan, Tenn., widow
of Lester Jackson, died
Monday at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris.
Survivors include a
daughter, Martha Stark,
Buchanan; two sons,
Keith Jackson,
_Buchanan, and Kent,--Jackson, Paris; a sister,
_ Opal Jones, Chicago.
-

_

teach creation from a
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. Tuesday in Little Rock defended the law in court, telephone interview.
standpoint
scientific
(AP)7Creationists vow- that the Arkansas law said he has not made up
Gish said he had
ed to "take the offensive" violated First Amend- his mind on an appeal.
greater confidence in without religious
after. a judge overturned ment guarantees of
The law, which would Louisiana's defense of its materials.
a state law requiring , separation of church and have gone into effect in new creationism law,
Creationists have cirto teach cret- state.
chapel of J. H. Churchill
autumn, said public also being challenged by culated. the bill in most
.
Born Nov. 31, 1906, in schools
Funeral Home. Burial Georgia he was the son tionism if they teach
states and have offered it
"It was simply and schools teaching evolu- the ACLU.
will follow in Murray of the '
evolution,
inmust
to Congress for national
purely
an
effort
to
also
and
tion
teach
the
Sen.
Bill
Louisiana
S.
Edward
late
Memorial
vercreation-seienee.
Gardens.
•-tootlace.
-the
biblical
action.
Se.nata.struek
Keitirtliiiiithiii-oTLoui,..and .Mork....M.is,s.
FeEg
fhe first blow, passing a spin of creation into the
-Friends may-T.01-st
The ACLU filed suit in
Evolutionists believe siana's creationism law,
similar statute.
funeral home after 4 p.m.
public sehool curricula,'-the Earth- is
of said his confidence was May for 23 plaintiffs, inSurvivors include his
If anything, creation- Overton, the Methodist years. old and Ede forms unshaken by the ruling.
today.
cluding 12 clergymen,
The deceased, 75, 1005 widow, Geneva scientists' efforts will be son of a biology teacher, began deyeloping
Arkansas was "outgun- challenging the Arkansas
Sharpe St., died Tuesday Ferguson; a daughter, Intensified," Duane Gish, said in his 40-page ruling. gradually several million ned and out- statute and saying
at 7:38 a.m. at Murray- Marion Garland, Fox associate director of the -- "I believe that this case years ago. Creationists maneuvered," Keith creation-science was
Calloway Couaty Meadows; a son, Edward Institute for Creation will deal creation-science generally hold that the said. "I'm confident that religion in disguise.
S. Ferguson IV, Research in El Cajon, a fatal blow," said Robert Earth and most life came with the proper defense,
Hospital:- •
The ACLU asked that
Ferguson had served as Townsville,-Australia.
Calif., said after the rul- Cearley Jr., who into existence suddenly proper testimony, we'll the law be stricken on the
superintendent of Murray
Also surviving are a ing. A challenge of Loui- represented the about 6,000 years ago.
religious issue and on
win in Louisiana."
Electric System from brother, Mac Forguson, siana's new creationism therican Civil Liberties
The ruling, based on a
Last year, Arkansas grounds it is too vague
February 1946 until ,his France, and six grand- law is expected to be Union in the suit against nine-day trial last month, became the first state to and infringes on
retirement in April 1971, children..
the law.
._heard this spring.
is "a very serious blow to.._ _adopt such a bill, based academic freedom. Over!H.S. District Judge
Steve Clark,the Arkan- ton ruled only on the
and religious-- on a premise that public :
William Overton ruled sas attorney general who freedom," Gish-liked in a schools can be required to religion issue.
al1111

rs. Kingston

'Services for Mrs.
Gladys M. Kingston will
be Thursday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. James Tharp
will officiat.
Burial will follow in Old
Bethel Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today.
Mrs. Kingston, 82,
Peoria, Ill., died Monday

Sister Gertzen
dies; services
at Milwaukee

Monday

at 6 p.m. at Peoria. She
was the widow of the Rev.
L. I. Kingston.
She is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Charles
Adams, Peoria; a son,
Newton Kingston,
Laramie, Wyo.; four
grandchildren.
Also surviving are a
sister, Etta Bea Whatley,
Pasadena, Texas; two
brothers, Herman Jones,
Murray, and Everett
Jones,Fullerton, Calif.

On average, said Haddon, the risk of being killed in a crash in most
Japanese subcompacts
"is 34 percent higher than
in the same size class
American-made cars."
Of the 15 car models
considered most unsafe,
the survey said 12 were
built in Japan. All of the
The survey was critical 16 safest cars were
of the Japanese imports, "American and nettle were
which in recent years subcompacts. The survey
have taken over more covered 139 car models
than onegfifth of the U.S. ranked as to the relative
market.
number of injury claims
policies.
In releasing the study,
Haddon reiterated the insurance industry's longstanding position that
auto manufacturers are
not doing enough to build
safe cars - a claim the
manufacturers have
denied.

filed from 1978 through
1980.
William Duncan, the
Washington representative of the Japan Auto
Manufacturers
Association, said he was
"puzzled" by the insurance industry "attack
on Japanese cars."
"The Japanese make a
quality car and safetyllpart of that," he said in a
telephone interview.
Among major U.S. carmakers, a spokesman for
General Motors Corp.

Services for Sister Germaine Gertzen were
Thursday, Dec. 31, at 10
a.m. at St. Joseph's Convent, Milwaukee, Wis.
Nephews and cousins
served as pallbearers.
-Burial was in Mt. Olivet
The study released
Cemetery, Milwaukee.
'Tuesday said insurance
Her body lay in state at
claims from 1978 through
St. Dionysius Church,
1980 show that occupants
Cicero, Ill., from 2 to 9
of small cars stand twice
p.m. Dec. 3 0 . A
chance of being killed
the
nounced Tuesday.
celebrated mass was at_ LEXINGTON, Ky.
accident than peoin
an
The loss is due mainly
University
7:30 p.m.
_ • [AP)
cars.
full-size
in
ple
to "unreimbursed ser- Sister Gertzen, 46, died Hospital at the Albert B.
William Hoddieu--Jr.,
Tuesday, Dec. 29, at Nor--7.. Chandler Medical School vices provided to patients
covered by the Kentucky president of---the - Inis
expected
to
lose
$3.2
Memorial
thwest
LEXINGTON, Ky. provided for Haitian and Naturalization Sermillion for the remainder Medical Assistance Pro- surance Institute fat (AP)- Sen. Walter Hud- refugees being quartered vice
Hospital, Chicago. _ officials and then
gram,"
according
to a Highway Safety, said the dleston,
The deceased was an of fiscal 1982 and will cut
D-Ky., will tour there.
hold a news conference at
-news
release.
Under
the
survey_
provides
the
firstits
authorized staff level
organist and music
the Federal Correctional
the facility.
Huddleston also will be
teacher in St. Dionysius to 90 percent, officials an- ;program, the state pays "real world" information-- Institute Wednesday to
Only
for
the
first
14
days
showing
the
danger
of
-Huddleston's
for past 142 years. She
review arrangements briefed by Immigration
of an eligible patient's driving small cars. The
had previously taught
hbspital stay, even if survey was based on inpiano, violin and voice for Industrial Average
. ..
-2.47
longer
hospitalization is formation from 10 major
30 years.
Air Products
needed, the news release companies that write half
She had been a member American
Motors
Dr. Donald W. Johnson,
2% 4-.4
A pxofessor of biology, State. However, he is not
said.
of the country's auto
Ashland
304 -%
of Chicago Symphony and American
--director
of
the
Murray
Johnson
will study in the first faculty member
Telephone
31%
%
Theihospitars
"capaciOak Park Orchestras.
Chrysler
3% our
-State University Hancock fisheries.,
to teach at Murray State
ty
to
absorb
these
(extra)
Ford
16%
Survivors include her G A F
Biological Center, will
l4. Inc
Johnson is the first to be honored as a
costs
has
been
reached,"
General
Dynamics
24
+
Mrs.
parents, Mr. and
Federal-State Market News Serpice
serve as a Fulbright faculty member to be -Fulbright Scholar.
General Motors
39 sin
it added.
January & 1912
Joseph—Gertzen, 510 General Tire
+
Kentacky
Purchase
Area
No
Scholar in Yugosjavimier_selected as a Fulbright_Johnson,a_member of
Market
The hospital asked the Report Includes I
Goodrich
224 uric
Peale St., Murray; a Goodyear
Baying Stations
Scholar while at Murray the university faculty
+%
five months.
Department
of
Human
Receipts Act. 1M7 Est.* Barrows & Gas
sister, Cathy Gertzen, CRS Oil
•33%
mostly 1.00 lower Sows 1.110-2.0 lower
Resources for another US 1-2 301-1411bs
9141.th40.511 few 40.79
33
Crown Point, Ind.; two Iligidein ...
304 .14
$31.73-49.13
$1.8 million,. but officials US 2100-51 it.
141.51.
413 0
174
brothers, Joseph D. GerttIS 2-3 231-274 Ito
$30.71-31.7$
were
"informed
by
Sows
sea and his wife, Gloria, Novak
•
No Trade
US 1-2270M-3 lbs.
$11111933,011
Secretary Grady Stumbe.- US
sett
•111er
1-3 300-430 lhs
IzsirnM., and J011111ium
US 1-3 4311-300 lbs
that
he
can
make
no
comsrTrade
R. Gertzen and his wife,- U.S.T•ireco
US 14 100424ibs
930.004
---------• it -% mitment at this time," US
2-3 300-300
Colletta,Oak Forest,Ill.
Boars 26 M-29.50
the release said.

University Hospital to cut
authorized staff level

.,
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drivers may be taking safeti risk
WASHINGTON (AP)Motorists who abandon
large cars in favor of the
more fuel efficient liltcompacts, especially
those built in Japan, may
be taking a considerable
safety risk, according to
a new insurance industry
study.

N.;
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fo
in
ea
F,
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was not home. A
spokesman for Chrysler
Corp., who asked that his
name not be used, declined comment until the
company had studied the
report.
Ford Motor Co.
spokesman Jerry Sloan
said: "We believe most
things have been done to
make cars safer. Now it
is up to drivers to fasten
their seat belts and
government agencies to
keep drunk drivers off the
roads."

a

Senatorto look atarrangementsfor Haitians

Stock market

Washington office said he
requested the tour and
briefing after receiving
conflicting reports about
conditions for the Haitians.

Johnson named Fulbright Scholar, to study in Yugoslavia -

Hog market

since 1977, was denied
tenure by the university.
Eis appeal on that decision also was turned
down.
Johnson was scheduled
to leave today.

•
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WHY HAVE
PRE-ARRANGED
FUNERALS?
•

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

The benefit eases immediate post death experience for survivors or to be sure of a particular service. Advanced decisions range from
a formal agreement between husband and wife
to errangements for a complete-funeral ond
fir Acing those arrangements.

No App_Ointnient Necessary

1981 Fairmont Station Wagon
The J. H. Gorda Funeral Home is Docked by 9S yiors of reliable
foollromelm Abe/ us /Whelp you in your t orntrighlellr—

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Timmy Wellter-Oweer

Light Blue, -Blue Cloth. Interior, Roof
Pork Pnwer Stewri_ ,Air 11,000 miles.

Shampoo Cut 81- StyleFor Men

641 S.
753-2617

Murray

GIDIZRAL

15344111

WAV.40

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

crif-&-STyle For Ch7Tdrer
—ibn

ZItir

Ladies bee Brands
ups In Grey, Tape,
Navy, Red, Wise

INS Boots lust Arrived
Several Differeot StyleS
Acme Diego hots
aid Work Boots

• •
$8*5

(Mikan ri

ym:otage & under)

Perms(For The Holiddy?--

Leather Crayon Like
Moccastins

_

Pull Loafers

a.

(Includes Cut & Style)
Reg 27.50

Dress & Casual Skies

$11500°

$12-$14-$16

This is our way of introducing our family to yaiiis

(By brew Muter,
images I Maly Pm)
Lace Up 8" Work Boots

$9500

IsMer)

200
$1800

Pro-Ked Leathers----42

New Shipment Of
ladies Dingo Boots

Osaga loggers

the original Family Haircutters
We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one near you!

Leather Tennis Shoes $24"
...411•••

_

— ladies Western Boots
—Winn and Durango, Designer
Labels Starting At

All Shoes Racked By Sizes

Shoes

$27"
Mon.-Sot. 9-4 Son. 1-6

3•11/•••••••• ••••••••^

,

Hrs:
Mon.-Sat. Thurs.9a.M.-8 p.m.
• Olympi-H2lazo Murray
753-0542
2619 H C Mattis Drive, Paducah
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key

Factory Discount
16th & Moin-Morroy

753-4419 ,

11•••••••••••••••••••••••..

-

'7..77'.17:••••••
••••MajOr•e•••••10•416•011110. Ss.OA, 411.
,
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s double win
claim
y
Count
Calloway
• g Farmington Wildcats
.
•
over sandin
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County's
Lakers and Lady Lakers
proved they hadn't
forgotten how to win during the holidays as they
each - recorded wins over
Farmington Tuesday
night.
The games were the
first since the holidays
for all four teams with the
Lady Lakers controlling
the Lady Wildcats, 42-32,
and the Lakers blasting
their visitors, 95-67.
Lady Lakers 42
Lady Wildcats 32
Gloria Friedgen says
her Calloway girls are on
a roll now that they've
won two straight games.
"We've got to be able to

take the last game before
the holidays (a 58-29 win
over Fulton City) and this
one and keep it going,"
the CCHS coach said.
"We're on a roll and
we've got a four-game ▪
home stretch and we've
got to take advantage of
it."
Tuesday's game
against Farmington was
the first of the four on
Calloway's_ court and
Friedgen's -players took
command __before the
home crowd.
Aggressive guard play
by Dana Hoke, Vicki
Houghton and Ladona
Overbey created
numerous Wildcat turnovers and allowed the
Lady Lakers to dominate

the_game tempo.
Hoke acquired all eight
of her points in the first
half and prodded the
hometowners to a 25-12
advantage at the game's
midway mark.
Throughout the contest
CCHS' 1-3-1 and 2-3 zones
curtailed the inside
moves of Farmington's
Lisa Hall, giving her only
low percentage shots.
Hall Still managed to lead
all scorers with 14 ( five of
15 from the field) but her
only assistance came
from Julie Harrison who
added 10 points, eight of
which came at the free
throw line.
Meanwhile the Lady
Lakers' inside game saw
Mimi Todd and Rachel

Lamb combine for 10 center Bryan Tebbetts,
points each and seven all of whom kept close
from forward Patty tabs on the Farmington
Doyle assisted in the win. dynamite keg.
CCHS protected a 10"We knew we had to
point lead throughout the keep the ball away from
second half to clinch the him," said CCHS coach
team's second game in Chic Nute, who added,
"He's not the only
five butings.
"We're not a high point- ballplayer they have, but
making offensive team. he is a fine one."
The Lakers opened
We're not A Marshall
County when it comes to with a 1-3-1 zone and notscoring. But we managed ched seven unchallenged
to control the tempo points in the first 5:10 of
tonight and our defense the game. They maintainwas the critical factor in ed the early advantage
us winning the game," until Pigg cut the lead to
11-9 on an inside layup.
Friedgen said.
At the end of the first
The locals led in the rebounding catagory with a period the difference was
still in favor of CCHS, 1336-29 edge.
Thursday Sedalia (3-6 _11. Although the Lakers
before Tuesday night) in- ;.-held Pigg in check, the 1vades the Lady Laker 3-1 alignment was cutting
turf in another regional into their share of the rebounds so Nute
matchup.
transfered to a 2-3 zone
Lakers 95
and the game broke wide
Wildcats 67
1
open.
How can a player score
CCHS &Ilan to pull
34 points in a single game away, despite seeing Garand not be happy?
rison pick up his fourth
Just ask Farmington foul while tailing Pigg. At
ace scorer Rusty Pigg.
the half CCHS possessed
Before Tuesday's game a secure 42-28 lead, yet
at Calloway County the 6- the first four minutes of
PIGG STOP — Farmington's Rusty Pigg (with ball) runs into a Laker stop
4 senior center was the third period slammed
sign when Jeff Garrison (33) refuses to yield the lane. Watching from behind
leading the region with a the door on any Wildcat
- —
is Laker Bryan Tebbetts(53).
28.5 average. Kgainst the rally.
by Jim Rector
Staff
photo
34,
in
Lakers he pumped
Outscoring the visitors
but the lack of firepower 21-8 in the first 4:45 of the
from his teammates left second half, the Lakers
Pigg and the Wildcats shifted into overdrive and
with their seventh loss to cruised through their,
only six wins this season. fifth win. The Lakers shot
"I really didn't have 64 percent from the field
that good of a game (35 of 54) and 78 percent
tonight," Pigg admitted, from the free throw line
"And a lot of my points while the Wildcats procame when it was almost duced 47 and 55 percent in
over and their best team the same catagories.
wasn't in there."
Pigg described the
Members of the "best Laker squad as being "a
•
team" included forwards lot quicker than anyone
•
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Jeff Garrison, Keith
_ •
•
Lovett, Dan Key and (Continued On Page 2-B)
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Your discount parts_ _
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•
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INVEST-1-EVENING!

•

. ATMS FREEBIE
FIRST SUMP

DALE CARNEGIE
• COURSE

Miff

19.95

•
•

Starters

•
•

Ramanutactured for most
dom••fic cars. Pr•ce with
•xchange. 1 yr. warranty

•
•

--0
•
•
•
•

DALICAPWar
F011119111®
•
• FOR MEN and WOMEN
• Accrattod by The Coma fer
.
Premotedneat
ClIAILIS D.
•Noe-Celeyiete Cottimi,iimetiee
a ASSOGATS
•
SURROUNDED — Calloway County players surround high-scoring Rusty
•
Ron. he. 1, lir
753-Sill
•
Pigg of Farmington. Pigg,averaging 28.5 points per game,scored 34 in a los•
129 p.m.
•
•
ing effort against the Lakers Tuesday.
•
ir Ir
tad al Nara
MCC Chemlor of Commerto
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We Must Lower Our Inventory*
Lowest Prices Offered This Season!!
*Up To 30% Off*

•
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63900
Midwest Stoves
Old Timer II

26" Defiance
Penn Notch
Fireplace Insert

14.5629"

U
•
•
•

Rs.. $144"
"
4429
•$2211" Off'
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band 2 sets

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
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1.99'
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Peresemasel

48 Kama battery
X04.0 years.ot guaranteed
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aster

The dutch and easy weir
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protected

Open every Sunday
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Mack will gat It for you promptly.
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We Have A Wide Selection
Of Calendars & Desk
Appointment Books.
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Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.
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26" Defiance
Penn Dutch
Parlor Stove

Hurry_While
Selections & Sizes
Lost

Foreign
water pump

Car & truck parts...save 1O-5O%

•

26" Defiance
Masters Choice
Parlor Stove
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victory string stretehe4
Ito six with triumph over Wingo

'-4

!Tiger

-

but later on we'll be home
for awhile," he said.
Tuesday's struggle was
closer than the 15-point
final margin might indicate as the Indians proved tough to beat on their
home court.
At halftime MHS led by
five, 30-25, and at the end
of the third period the
margin remained five in
Murray's favor, 46-41. It
was the fourth period
MHS coach Cary Miller before the Tigers could
said .hix team. has been shake loose from the
improving with every—wingo clutches.
game and his players are looking forward to play-- - Miller said patience
lag, at home again, was a key factor in the
=- Tiger victory as they
--"IreNii been on the road played a waiting game
six of our last eight— until the fourth quarter.
games. We've been tak- "We had to be patient anng a pretty good tour of til opportunities came our
Western Kentucky lately, way. They were behind in

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray High extended
its boys basketball win
streak to six with a 77-61
' victory at Wingo Tuesday
` night.
' The Tigers, now 6-2,
' overcame a holiday
r, layoff that began Dec. 18
and retained their winning form by halting the
Indians (5-7).

the fourth period and had
to come after us," he
said.
The game was decided
at the free throw line
when Wingo was forced to
feul in a catch-up effort.
The strategy backfired,
however, when Miller's
Tigers connected on 15 of
18 free throws in the last
period.
Center Jim West and
guard Ted Duffy led the
victors with 20 and 19
points with West also
claiming the top rebohnder title with 10.

rot -other Tigerrseared in double figures --Itewaft Alex-an-Mr"'
-floyand David McMillen(10).
Alexander and

McMillen were vital factors at the charity stripe
as the pair hit a combined
total of 14 of 16 free
throws.
Senior forward Barry
Raley paced the losers
with 14 points while Greg
Stephens and Barry
Adair had 12 each.
Murray narrowly edgq the hosts, 33-31, in the
rebound department.
Friday Murray is on
the road again, facing
Fulton County (3-5) M a
varsity boys game at 8
p.m. _
-MURRAY
HIGH(77)
West02-4 20, Alezander6 6-7 111, Pace
2 2-2 6; McMillen 10-9 10; Wells 2 0-0 ;
.Dully 134 19
RINGO HIGH (611)
Stephens 5 24 12; Duke 4-511; Adair 6
0-0 12; Abbott 2 0-0 4; Raley 6 2-1 14;
Graves° 5-6 5; Miller 2 2-26.
Halftime MHS 30, WHS 25

REMINDER — Murray High basketball coach
Cary Miller wags a No.1 sign at his Tigers. MHS increased its win streak to six after beating Wingo,77-

It, On the road Tuesday night. The Tigers are curFeatly 6-2 overall and travel to Fulton County Friday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Lady Tigers rank 1 lth in AP poll )1 Verderber remains key Wildcat
despite seeing little starting time

2
, LEXINGTON, Ky.
..(AP) — Boone County's
lady Rebels, unbeaten in
10 games this season,
have grabbed The
Associated Press' No. 1

KEEP AWAY — A Farmington ball handler receives close attefition from
Calloway County guard Vicki Houghton (left) during Tuesday's CCHS home
win. Aggressive defense was a "critical factor" in the Lady Lakers second
win,said coach Gloria Friedgen.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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beginning Saturday
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Field's

nine starts with
Verderber spending most
of the time as a spectator.

the ready on the sidelines
Charles Hurt.
-I could sense it corn- tonight when Kentucky
ing on ( the demotion), tangles with Auburn in an
but the thing you have to SEC clash. Auburn is 1-1
But just as Kentucky
understand is that Coach in league play and 7-3
begins its Southeastern Joel
Hall doesn't keel overall after a 75-71 vicConference battles, it ap- that I'm not a
starter," tory over Mississippi.
pears that Verderber is Verderber
After the Auburn game,
said. "If soreturning to form. meone would get hurt, I'd Kentucky continues SEC
Verderber showed signs be in there, and he's let play this weekend with a
of his old self in last
me know that he thinks of Saturday game at archweekend's 68-66 e,scape me just like a
rival Tennessee, which
starter.
against Georgia, scoring
-The thing for Me to do buried Alabama 88-67 in
seven of Kentucky's last
is be ready when he calls its SEC opener.
17 points.
Auburn Coach Sonny
on me.,That way, he'll
Until that outburst,- have confidence in me: Smith is expected to start
Verderber had been adtttirmy ability." ----iifoot-9 junior Darrell
relegated to reserve
Hurt will be at forward Lockhart and 6-2 junior
status behind 6-6 junior and Verderber will be at Alvin Mumphord at forward tonight, with 6-6
freshman Charles
Barkley at center. The
guards are expected to be
6-3 junior Odell Mosteller,
a junior-college transfer
who leads Atibuin icor;
.ing with ISA fximts per
game, Lod 0-foot
sophomore Paul Daniels.
Mina Todd equalled her
Lockhart is Auburn's
seasonal and career high only other double-figure
scoring marks with 26 scorer, averaging 12.2
points, for the Lady points.
Racers. The former
Rattans _with Hurt at
Calloway.- CCunty High forward will be 6-6 junior-,
star hit nine of 19 from Derrick Hord, with 6-11
'the field,---eight of nine Melviii-Turpin, a
from the free throw line.
sophomore, at center.
Four Lady Racers, Jim Master, a 6-4
besides Todd, tallied dou- sophomore, and 6-3 junior
ble figure scoring in- Dirk Minniefield will be
SIU improved to 5-4 cluding Diane Oakley (17 at guard.
overall.
points, 13 rebounds),
Only Hord, averaging
Bridgette Wyche (14 14.6 points per game,
points), Jeanette Rowan ranks among the SEC's
and Jennie Redwine with leading scorers, but
11)--e4ch.
Master is averaging 13.8,
MSU was victimized by Turpin 12.8, Minniefield
poor shooting from the 11.8 and Hurt 9.2. —
field, hitting only 39.5 percent of their shots to
.SIU's 49 percent.
SIU led by as much as
.
Wife:day will mark the Ike add tace-lialei iden- 9-4 before the Lady
first of two nights eftleal_t0 the WICF T tRacers produced a late
rally and outscored their (Continued From Page-l-B)
motorcycle races to be schedille._
The Ian. 16 races will hosts 42-30 in the final 14
held in the West Kenwe've faced so far.
tucky Livestock and -Ea--be the first time since .,minutes.
very strong inThey're
1977
the
PAC
has
sponColThursday
(7:30 p.m.)
position Center on
and
it's like they've
side
gored short track -rycle—the-- Lady- Racers -hostrmilaiid.
geri—
----„. —
ra-Ceff.-Proceeds from the Evansville, a team tMy got five guards on the
The West Kentucky races will benefit the soundly defeated last floor all the time."
Flat Trackers, a motor- h • club.
Coach Louis Sims said
year,84-40.
.
cycle racing club from
Admission to the
Prior to their losses at the hosts "got us down
Princeton, will sponsor amateur races will be $3 Western Kentucky and early and our defense let
the first night of short for adults and $1 for MSU SIU, the Lady Racers us down tonight. They
track races with practice students and children were ranked No.1 in the wanted to run with the
beginning at 6 p.m. and under 12.
nation in free throw ball and we tried to slow
.
races starting at 7:30.
Cycle riders from Ken- percentage. However, it down, but couldn't."
Lovett and Key recordThe following Satur- tucky, Tennessee, Il- hitting only one of six foul
day, Jan. 16, the Murray linois, Indiana and the shots against the LAdy ed 44 of the Laker points
State Physics Activity mid-south are expected to • Villtoppers and only 111 of and 11 of the team's 34 reClub (-P-AC)-iltill- sponsor compete_mr_lbcindoor .24 against._ NJ lowered bounds. Double figure
scoring also came from
similar-Y*44i with. prac- track. '
their 77.1 percent mark.
Craig Darnell (13), Garrison (11) and Tebbetts
(10) who also grabbed six
boards for the night.
Friday Calloway (5-3)
1ravels to Hickman County (4-8)for the next Laker
varsity game beginning
about 8 p.m,

OPEN
24
HOURS

Save

SE;rot
rouRst

nerup Marshall County.
Voting occurred before
Tuesday's games and
many of the ranked
LEXINGTON, Ky.
teams had been idle since
(AP)
— Chuck Verderber
before Christmas.
The No. 3 rating went to is nowhere near the lead
Laurel County, which im- i.n any statistical
proved its record to 10-1 category for Kentucky's
by ripping Berea 75-11 third-ranked basketball
Wildcats, but he remains
Monday night.
Shelby County, 7-1 after a key figure in plans for
a 68-28 drubbing of Car- national honors.
roll County, was fourth
Verderber, a 6-foot-6
and Louisville - Moore, senior forward, was exundefeated in _kwatarts, pected to be-a-steadyinu
was No.5.
force for a youthful KenLouisville Mercy tucky team playing..
Academy headed the next without injured_ 7-footfive at 1Q-3..followed by centerSam-Howir------"
—No. 7 Lexington He'nry
Instead, Kentucky has
Clay, 8-1; No. 8 Corbin, 72; No. 9 Belfry, 7-0, and rolled to eight victories in
No. 10 Elizabethtown,9-0.
MURRAY, 4-1, heads
the second 10; followed by
intragounty rivals Warren Central, 8-2, and Warren East,6-2.
Two other natural
rivals, Frankfort
Western Hills and
Franklin County, were
Southern Illinois
ranked 14th and 15th, defeated Murray State's
respectively.
Lady Racers for the seWestern Hills rose to 6- cond time
this season,
1 with a 60-47 victory over winning a
97-80 barnScott County, while the burner Tuesday night.
Lady Flyers blitzed LexThe victory broke a
----ingten-Bryan Station 60- -1Viree-game losing streak
46 for their eighth win in for the Lady Salukis, who
nine starts this season.
had previously beaten the
The No. 16 team is Bar- Lady Racers at home,68ren County, which was 8-1 62.
after a 50-41 victory over
The loss dropped MSU
East Hardin.
to 1-6 on the season while
Rowan County, 7-1, and
Webster County, 10-2,
were 17th and 18th,
respectiv'ely.

broadcasters, as did Marshall County, 8-1. But
Boone County received
consistently high votes
and claimed a 154-136
edge in points over run-

-ranking in Kentucky
girls' high school basketball.
Boone County received
four first-place votes
from sportswriters and

Bread
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CCHS(110)
Miller I 2-2 4; Butterworth 22-3 1;
Tebbetts 34-4 10; Key 11 2-3 20; Lovett 10
44 24; Garrison 3 54 11; Darnell 13-3
13, Anderson I 0-0 2; Ray 0 3-4 3,
Sheridan I 0-1 2
Totals 3222-32
FARMINGTON HIGH (07)
Pigg 12 10-16 34; Smith 3 414 6,
Moreland 6 0-0 12, Derrington 20-I 4;
Riley 1 0-0 2; Colley 1 04 2; Darnell 0-0
4; Nance 1 1-33
Totals 2111-20
Halftime - CCHS 42, IRS X.

Istria

4.144 WINS

99

I

airs,niuu,

One Group

2/16 oz. loaves

100)11

Murniri Neatly
IVenv Shop

CCM(IV
lkyle 23-b 7, Todd 4 2-5 10, Hoke 40-I
1, Overby I 1-2 1, lam_k, 3 4-0 10
Houghton 1 1-2 4, f'othron
J'ord
1-21
Totals 1212-21
FARMINGTON NIGH 1131
Hall 24.4 II, Weill 2 0-0 4. Harrison 1
0-12 10, Nance 1 01 2. Hamilton 1 042
Tolds 10 11 16
1 1IS 12
Halftime (VHS 25 ,
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BECKLEY, W.Va.
(AP) — Claude England
is a veteran of the moonshine wars, a
"revenooer" from the
days when folks relished
a sip of white lightnin'
from the still out back.
For 22 years, England
hunted moonshiners for
the government as an
agent of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms in southern
West Virginia. He is now
sheriff of Raleigh County.
Moonshining was as
natural as the changing
of the seasons to Use
descendants of the frontiersmen who settled Appalachia, said England. A
still capable of making
250 gallons of whiskey
once was found in a

chicken coop (*the farad
of the governor's father, setae mitt* tpeoPlerhe said.
he said.
And the
"It was a God-given
right to them. They felt - hope
*MOW
they had as much right to AI' oat in
pursue their occupation that being 'chased by
as we did ours," he said. government agents wen
"They thought it was a juitassiaismassennsist.
vocation, an honorable moondibit,bessid.thing."
• "We used to alma
People also felt it was* :them up and down the
right to avoid paying hills. It was slot of fold. I
taxes on their liquor, never felt better in my
Eiviland said.
which is where England
and his colleagues caw .:-"Teurse,
in.
• lioopiany
Ou a raid on a single , Chasing Moonshine=
McDowell County hollow, was an art the* had to be
England and his agents . WOOL to-.any ATP
found 15 stills and ar- agents, many of whom
rested 14 people in one were from cities in other
states and Oftill got kid in
day.
"A year later we went the West Virginia woods.

Two bronze chariots unearthed
SIAN, China (AP) —
China has unearthed two
bronze chariots, cornplete with eight horses
and two charioteers,
close to the tomb of its
first emperor, Chin Shihhuang ti.
The discovery has sent
a thrill of excitement
through this ancient
Chinese capital, ' cornparable to that of 1974
when peasants came
across the shadowy
undergrOund pottery army created to guard the
emperor in death as real
armies had done in his
turbulent lifetime.
Builder of the Great
Wall, burner of books,
and first unifier of China,
Chin died 2,191 years ago.
"It is one of the most
exciting discoveries in recent years," says Ma
Kesun, deputy director of
the Bureau of Cultural
Relics here.
Word of the discovery
has trickled out in bits
and pieces. Ma and
Bureau Division Chief
Chen Mengdong. gave

hitherto undisclosed caps. They: weer no asdetails.
_. ,. ,111er but only:tweedfind
"The horses, chariolki$10ands - alllajhUMIP:a*
and warriors are half lift-'4,44die." -- :-.-size," says Ma.
Like the pottery
"Funerary objects in figures, the eherideure
bronze of this size have are eientilianiy,. oiffereat
never been found before. - in dress, sok.style sad
In addition, they are very facial
7
Their
beautiful. The horses are night& - -4isui of:intent
running and eacb. setieunneete. when
charioteer is sitting as lse discovered by ashandles the bronze reins•.::,
icaometers, the
of his four-horse UM- ,',
— wlifcCiresiok i,j,
The ornaments on'
the '
esch '.1,4/ese _mot:
horses are of gold. apcki,.‘esely 2nieamee.wile
silver."
'-earth. Thepoiiiiiinguret
Chinese archeologists ,were my,*Amu.
are trying to Pier*,;. perhaps:
'se rentone
together whether the _ ,h,,, finds
,,,„ been sat,
bronze chariots are part .:'.
3d
- iriZ
ere
.cy ....."5;
of the life-size pottery-ar- -.
my, estimated at 7,506 "
_ ea
is ihhe
aisdeensi
bein'e
sewar
rd
enet
off
pieces. They are on the.
eastern side of the
tomb:
'
complex, while the.':. "Though:- basically
bronze chariots are on the Perfect, dire were in,about 1,00Piall
a pieties,"
west.
are being.
"Like the pottery !taaFaMo- .
figures, the bronze .,aasembled
chariot sets were paiited "APerrtel
in different colors,"- says 'there-are
Ma."The twoeharieteers - otin to be'.
are mustached, dressed we work
in short goons and wear ls.4fired111011/:

zickg

-‘••Those mountain people would make fools of
them," England said.
"One time we had two
agents from Michigan
Come busting out of the
woods with their guns
drawn on what they
thought was a still and it
turned out the fellow was
making molasses."
Despite modern notions
of pitched gun battles between moonshiners and
federal agents, England
said the two sides followid an unwritten code in
which wits took the place
of weapons. When you
were caught,that was it.
"They figured going to
Jail was part of the job,"
he said. "A lot of the boys
would get off the bus
when they got back from
the penitentiary and
come by and see me
before they went home."
England estimated he
jailed about 500 moonshiners during his ATF
auver.
"Then they'd go right
back to making liquor
again," he said.
The moonshiners spent
years learning to make
whiakey, picking up the
craft from older
relatives. A moonshiner
had to learn just the right
temperature to brew the

mash, the best mix of ingredients and how to
achieve the distinctive
taste of the family's personal recipe.
"To the old
brewmasters there was
an art to making moonshine whiskey," England
said. "It was passed
down by their folk, down
through the generations."
A moonshiner took
pride in the quality and
strength of his brew, and
there were strong local
rivalries over who was
the best whiskey maker.
"That stuff would kick
you like a mule," said
England, who admitted to
being something of a connoisseur of moonshine.
"But it was good, smooth
tasting stuff."
Today, the high cost of
sugar and other moonshine ingredients has
made it cheaper to buy
legal whiskey, England
said.
"There's plenty of ATF
agents now who never
even took a sip of moonshine," said England
with a shake of his head.
"You know, moonshining's about over now. I've
told people, jokingly, I
hate to see the end of it
all."

Full size only Rich looping forms a traditional
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fringe. Snow and antique white
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McMahan's

Campbellsville's Famous Kentucky
Cherry Reproduction Furniture

Salo! Save 1.12 on Two
FIRST QUALITY
BED PILLOWS.

Sib

Two programs to be
shown on Kentucky
Educational Television
(KET) in the spring will
be offered for graduate
credit through the Murray State University program of extended education.
Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean of extended education at Murray State, said
each of the courses will
carry three semester
hours of credit. He listed
the KET titles as follows:
"Simple Gifts," to be
offered as Elementary
Education 613 or Secondary Education 613,
Workshop: Gifted, taught
by Dr. William 0. Price.
"Dealing in
Discipline," to be offered
as Secondary Education
613-, Workshop:
Discipline, taught by Dr.
John G. Taylor.
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Neal fulfilling obligatiows

s

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
AP - James F Neal,
who has abandoned plans
to seek the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination
this year because of commitments to legal clients,
was to begin fulfilling his
professional obligations
in a Nashville court today.
Neal's client, American
General Corp. of
Houston, Texag, was
scheduled for a pre-trial
conference in U.S.
District Court on the company's attempt to buy as
much as 25 percent of
stock in the Nashvillebased holding company,
NLT Corp.
-Ara news eonference
Tuesday, Neal told
reporters,"I will not be a
candidate for the
Democratic nomination
for governor in 1982."
"The reason simply is
that I am, before all else,
a lawyer and I have commitments as a lawyer for
the next year that I cannot honorably avoid," he
said at his law office.
Neal, 52, is also defending a former Kentucky
Democratic Party chairman Howard "Sonny"
Hunt, who is under indictment on charges of extortion, mail fraud and conspiracy. The charges
were filed in connection
with the alleged extortion
of $848,000 in state funds
for insurance commissions. Trial is to begin

Feb. 16 in U.S. District
Court in Lexington, Ky.,
before Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr.
It is Neal's career as a
lawyer that has reaped
him national attention
and the support of state
Democratic leaders, who
saw the ex-Marine as the
favorite in their efforts to
drive Republican Gov.
Lamar Alexander from
office.
In 1964, Neal won the
conviction of Teamsters
boss Jimmy Hoffa on jury
tampering charges. Ten
years later, Neal was the
chief Watergate prosecutor. In 1980, he successfully defended Ford
Motor _CIL against
negligence charges in the
design of the Pinto
automobile and last year
he won the acquittal of
Elvis Presley's doctor,
charged with prescribing
excessive quantities of
drugs to the late rock 'n'
roll singer.
Asked if he would have
thrown his hat in the ring
if not for the legal obligations, Neal said, "I think
I'd have tried it."
He said he would support House Speaker Ned
McWherter if he chose to
run. The Dresden
Democrat has not indicated he plans to enter
the contest and was duck
hunting and unavailable
for comment.
Asked if he would enter.
the August primary if he
concluded his legal corn-

mitments, Neal said,
"It's not feasible for a
man who has not held
public office to do the
kind of work necessary to
run against a man like
Lamar Alexander."
"I know as well as
anyone that decisions like
that are difficult and I
think I should let his decision speak for itself,"
Alexander said. "I have
great respect for Jim
Neal and I consider him a
friend."
John Jay Hooker, a
longtime Democratic
leader and the party's
1970 gubernatorial
nominee, said he had
never seen such ground
swell support for a man
who had not declared
himself a candidate.
"He wasn't seeking the
office, the office was
seeking him," Hooker
said. "This was his time;
the party needed him.
"He was assured the
primary and I told him he
had a 50-50 chance to beat
Alexander, that it would
be determined by
whether Reaganomics
were in vogue or not in
November."
Bail Gordon, chairman
of the Democratic Party,
said, "I think Jim would
have been an excellent
candidate and I'm sorry
he's not going to run.
We've certainly never
been a one candidate party. This will clear the
field and allow others to
make their races."

PET OF THE WEEK - Princess Is a two-year
old female silver tip shepherd available for adoption. The Humane Society has several puppies and
cats that all need a home. The animal shelter is now
open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. For further information call
759-4141.

Mining engineers seek
stronger roof supports

By The Associated Press
Mining engineers will
have to develop new
techoology to support
coal mine roofs as miners
move deeper into mines
to retrieve coal from thin
seams, an industry
spokesman says.
Charles Burggraf, mining engineer for Republic
Steel Corp., said greater
stress is placed on coal
and rock roofs deep inside mines, and that additional stress increases
chances of a geological
shift and an accident.
In an article for the
Mining Congress Journal,
Burggraf wrote that injuries, as well as the cost
of roof control, roof fall
cleanup and production
delays, are increasing
"as we are forced to mine
the deeper, geologically
disturbed and thinner
seams of coal."
that included a boxing
Three miners died last
ring.
State police identified month in a roof fall in
the trio as Jackie C. Bergoo, W.Va., increasWills, 41, Mark A. Goble,
26, and his brother,
-William Goble, 30. They
were picked up Monday
In Pleasureville
Police said they
recovered the boxing ring
and a U-haul trailer,
NEWPORT NEWS, Va.
valued at $10,000, that
had been reported stolen (AP) - The Virginia
Dec. 30, 1981, in Peoria, Thoroughbred Association says it had the will
fiL
Mark Goble also Was but found out there was
charged with being a no way to get a parimutuel horse track betfugitive from justice.
State police said he was ting bill through the 1982
wanted eca deceptive General Assembly.
"We were conpractices charge in Illinois, where he allegedly templating asking some
set up a false bank ac- legislator to introduce a
count and obtained bill for us, but our lob$17,000 worth of property. byist canvassed the
All were jailed in lieu of General Laws committees and decided the sup$100,000 bond each.

News in brief
, TON, Ky. the Vine Center, an
--E-Kff*G1
--(AP)- Local developers office-hotel complex now
Dudley and Donald Webb under construction.
plan to build a complex of
The 20-story, $20
shops, offices and con- million office tower and a
dominiums in downtown $15 million condominium
Lexington, costing $135 complex would be built
million an& covering across Vine Street from
More than two blocks, the mall.
The- Lexington Leader
Construction of the ofreported Tuesday.
fice tower and conThe proposed Lex- dominiums will begin
ington Galleria would in- later this year and financelude a six-level mall log has tentatively been
covering two blockilustr arranged with an incosting $100 million. Its- surance company, said
500,000 square feet would_Duclley Webb. No starting
include shops, two park:. date has been set for the
ing structures and_an ice mall's construction
"
rink.
because its plans could be
The iMriVOIdt.- span changed, Webb added.
Upper Street and would
--be joined by elevated
LA GRANGE, Ky.
walkways to the Webbs' (AP)- Three men were
proposed office - held in the Oldham Councondominium complex; ty Jail Tuesday on
the proposed, 50-story charges of knowingly
World Coal Center, and to receiving stolen property

WHAT
HAPPENED,
NANCY?

GET OUT

WHAT MAKES YOU
SAY THAT, MARCIE?

I -MERELY ASKED
HIM FOR CHANGE SO
I'D HAVE THE
PROPER BUS FARE
Li

1
11 "
.
srlbo

port just isn't there at this again, "and then we will
time," association makejt a business issue,
spokesman Glenn Petty not a thoral issue."
He said Fundamensaid Tuesday. The
association represents talist ministers and their
about 450 Virginia congregations, credited
with killing the measure
breeders.
One of the most power- in 1978, no longer "have
ful lobbyists ever to waIt-as-much clout."
He said another factor
the halls of the State
Capitol, E.H. Williams of in deciding not to try this
Richmond, told his client year was Williams'
this wasn't the time after estimate that it would
talking with the take between a quarter
legislators who serve on million and a half million
the House and Senate dollars to promote the
General laws commit- bill.
"And we just can't
tees, where pari-mutuel
legislation would be con- raise that kind of money
with the economy the way
sidered.
There have beet!! it is," Petty said.
several tries in the pasl. , Williams began trying
gauge- support' for a
decade, and in 1979 a
pari-mutuel bill was pall*: betting bill several mo&
ed, with a provision that ths ago.
Del. Raymond Guest,
the state's voters would
R-Front Royal, who inhave the final say.
The voters rejected troduced the 1978 bill,
pari-mutuel horse track said he had heard about
wagering by a 53 percent the possibility of another
to 47 percent margin that push but that he had nofall, and the issue has not idea who was promotingit or how serious the income up since.
Petty said it will rise terest was.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Young boy
4 At•&stenos
I Manufacture
12 Anger
13 Citrus fruit
Region
Sinai rug
- 16 Chief
executive
Consecrate
____110 Tea(
21 NegaW/e'
-..112Perform
ZI Direction
27 Ukely
la Stalemate
30 Chemical
compound
31 Dad
32 Cushion
33 Small child
34 Scale note
35 Cook. me rrollk
37 Author
Fleming
38 Shads tree
39 Comfort
40 African
antelope
7*
41 8n0Poeing
//All
42 Too badt
•44 Lem a sprite
-47 Persevered
.61 Poem
62 Greet US'
53 Rose of
baseball
54 Legal
matters..
66 Hits Nosy
56 &wigs
57 MM.lace

V
sior___- 41sAiTor
111
:
I KAD A TALK WITH
TI-EM.THESE RAPERS
CONFIRM WHAT THEY
5AID.

DOWN
I Log
2 Sea in Asia
3 Pawl
4 European

mosotain
5 Evergreen
tree
6 Punish
7 Adiust. as a
Clock
a Zaniest
9 Exist
10 Flange of
knowlecige
poon
1 1.4kunch
taw
19-when
22 Help
24 Neer
25 Retell
26 arthels streetcar
27 Church area
28 South Arnerlcan rodent
29 Youngster
30 Vast age
32 Grabllee
33 Greek latter

Ammer se Tuesday's Punk

MEC CIELJ UUOU
BUM ULU OULU
OCUUUU UUMEOU
LUCUU
OEULU
LCUL LUUL
OUL VLUEL EEL
OE
CUL
NU
OUL ULAUUL UUU
UELE OUlaU
UUUUU
UULOUU
CUMUUL LUUUEU
UOUU ULM ULUU
CULL UOU [AMU
W-Ivras
saying
37 Part of soot
38 Attempt
40 Strains for
breeth
11 Negative
wefts

43 Chinese mile
44 Paradise
45 Mental Image
46 Bktre home
47 Fondle
48 Time period
49 Tear
50 Melina abbr.

MOW WAWA MAWN
wu•WM= MOM
WWI MEMEMOMMIN
IMMO WINIM
Wddd
WM
WIWI=
•WE
WWII
WINI WEE di
WWI=
WOE AM
WWI= WINIWid
WWWOMMILINI
u•• 'MI
a...WM= WM

u...
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3. Card of Thanks
The Family of Robe:
A. Thompson would lik
to thank everyone wt
brought food, sen
cards, and phone call
during the death of o u
loved one. God Bles
.
All, Sister and

4,In Memory

State officials have
estimated that the free
cheese ultimately will get
into the hands of about
300,000 of California's
needy.
In Los Angeles, civil
defense official Michael
Regan said "survival"
crackers could be added
to the cheese giveaway,
ridding the city of the
stored crackers which officials have been trying to
unload for six years.
Regan has been giving
them to relief agencies in
other nations and was
preparing to slikip
thousands of pounds toin=
dian reservations lig
Arizona when the conlatv7
tion was drawn between
the crackers and the
surplus cheese.
Cheese shipments to
the San Francisco Food
Bank were interrupted
late last week and officials there were waiting
for volunteers to get them
resumed. Hopeful recipients also were waiting
for the giveaway in
Modesto, where much of
the cheese had been
stored before statewide
distribution.

Brothesf.

in Memory of Kyl
Duncan Bennett 09/13/6,
01/06/80 God gave us
beautiful baby, he wa
so loving with a wor
derful smile. We ha
him 15 years to love or
his Mom and Da
6med him Kyle. 0
God I'm not questionin
Mu wisdom, we're Sus
So human we don'
understand , why yo
needed a bud to go wit
your roses and you too
our Kyle by the hane
Kyle it's been 2 Ion
years since you left u!
our hearts are heavy a
we pray, we prom it
we'll meet you i
Heaven and be wit
Jesus that glad day
Written by Grand
mother Clarice Duncar
Sadly missed b
Cousins, Uncles an
Aunts, Mama, ..Grane
mother, Grand_pop
Mom and Dad.

5. Lost and Found
Child's new pet, littl
puppy. Part Collie, re2
fuzzy, 6-7Ibs.- LOSf 01
Wiswell Rd. area
Please call 753-7219.
Found wornan's watc
at Wal-Mart parking It
in Central Shoppin
Center. 753-0211.
Reward leading to re
covery of decoys an
equipment at Patters°
Landing. 753.8741.

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice
As of January 6, 1982, I,
Ronnie Baker will no-longer be responsible kW any debts other nen .
Myths& Ronnie Bakef.-

Take your Tiny Tots to
Carter

Carter
Studio
300 Aollql

78 Modal DaWa
12' by 55' Foe Sok.
Call 753-01 93
otter 6:00 p.m.

am

753-8290

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

Watkins specials. Black
pepper, vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

Sasaki

Special

Studio

packages ore available

2. Notice

Penal' Imam

Management Trainee
Ambitious person t
develop as manager
117,000, -1({125,000.- firs
year. Retirement _plan
profit sharing,'.flul
_medical benefits- Cal
Manpower Services
753-0977 for interview.
Need responsible per
son to pick up kin
dergarten child and
house work afternoons
Call 753-3735 after 5p.
Part or full-time prey
ious party plan de
monstrators. Compan,
expanding in this are,
needs one manager ani
2 demonstrators. NI
packing, sacking, de
livering or returning ti
collect. No investment
Call Betty, 901-352-2234.
Part-time situatioi
helping with sales. Idea
fOr mother. 3 days or
nights a week. Part
time 51011-r-Fall -1i m I

Tun

vAPPIO•,- •

Olympic Pima
14K Gold dais 16"
$12.95
14 II Geld Chides It'
$16.95
Root*!Worts $2.115
Free Geld Gift Witb
Each $50.00 Per-

$150. minimum. Fei
__interview send phoni

number to P. 0. Bo)
-232, Murray, Ky.
Siewardesses (18-35
for Corp Jet. Frei
training. Call Diana a
4219) 345-2000 now oi
write: Jetstar, Bo)
2000, Roselawn, In
46372.
Teacher needs babysit
ter for 4 year old. Mus
have own transporta
tion, references re
quired. Call 753-957
after 1p.m.

Op..9.e.m.-9 p.m.
,753-7113
LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

N
Nan has

810 to $411 Off.
IN Crop
Dress ink
$29.99
MN min
wall lerdmodise

GOLD-SILVERGEMS
Sescisis: Dieneed Pimideins
512-821. WIN 1 del
KO. She dews rig
$4.110. Work Saes with
yrie wines mil waft.
Antral 33% lee/ trystal
far jewelry-doter. IN Fancy, eat stpeades. leaded
fa Ghana !salty f
194 N. 11f1 753-1119.
Ism 111-5 Tess.-544.; Is
aid Oaf Ses.I Mos.

9. Situation Wanted

Y3 price
kits, Straw eats, siirts,
tuts ami knifings.
Versus
Weston Store
Olympic Pleas

Will do babysitting
;Ming with elderl
.people, and also hous
"-Cleaning. Available an
kours. 135-4402.
Will do house cleanifi
dveni.ngs and week
ends. Have referent411
It 137 OW--

9-4 Doily
1-6 Soaday

DRA
PROCEI

NOTICE
THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS
WILL BE OPEN FOR LISTING REAL
ESTATE, PERSONAL TANGIBLE, AND INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY BEGINNINO JAMEY 4, 1$2,$D EXTEN.
•
DING THROUGH FEBRUARY.

IN Predicts ni Clinics's. I
Xi ti prilictiiial inn
infeskalts, al encase
snag Is a neonatal I
WM/I

This posies mil be rus
Pial *Pent Po* Mill
mum NIh N waists
Meal*
Mukha cabbies dale
Weal wa al 1-3 yews
tni PPR

4.

me.

THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR TAKING
APPLICATIONS FOR HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO
NAVE BECOME 65 OR WILL BE 65 YEARS
OF AGE DURING 1982.
PROPERTY

•
:•••

Ile OW a aspeliere Lea
warm II we hew a let
al sales plasm( re
name al salary regessen
1

AIR PRODUCTS

CHARLES E. HALE
VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY

Cilmt ti
I-ti

(
-.7llfssamarelmmaminsiiima-e-r

s.

THE APPLE IRE
SCHOOL ,provide
quality child care an
educational program
for ages 2 and olde
Openings for a limite
+lumber of children ar
151
now available
Stadium View Dr 75
9356

urging him to free the
cheese.
"We are trying to service any group which can
establish a need," said
Dick Thompson, a
spokesman for the state
Food and Agriculture
Department. "There are
about 3.3 million poor
people in California ...so
theoretically there is
about one pound per poor
person, but we don't
realistically believe we'll
be able to deliver that."

Good money part-time
Sell handbags and ac
..:-:_cessories. _Call 502-171
• 0062 after 4p.m. Vt
train. „ •

Horse breeders back__
parimutueThefting

ONE WOULD ALMOST
GET THE IMPRESSION
THAT YOU COME TO SCHOOL
PREPARED TO SLEEP...

I THINK YOUR FALLING
ASLEEP IN CLASS IS A
-REAL P'ROBLEM, SIR

ing the 1981 national total
of deaths resulting from
roof, face or rib falls to
41.
Burggraf said horizontal stress from the sides
of mine passageways
combines with vertical
stress from roofs to make
deeper mining more
dangerous.
"The deeper you get
the more horizontal
stress there is," he said.
As operators venture
into more unstable
seams, engineers are exploring new ways of controlling roofs, Burggraf
said. One method, he
said, is to dig
passageways across
faults rather than
parallel to them. Another
technique is "angle
bolting," in which the
roof's weight is thrown
onto pillars, he said.
Meanwhile, engineers
can continue traditional
techniques of examining
surface terrain and
streams, Burggraf said.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. ed free cheese in Fresno,
(AP) - On a chilly day said she was happy to get
before Christmas, the the food. "Poor people
deliveries began: pay for everything
volunteer trucks jammed anyway," she said.
with thousands of pounds "They never take
of surplus American anything from the rich.
cheese wended their way But I wish they had more
through California, dum- stuff to give."
On Dec. 22, President
ping their free loads for
Reagan authorized the
the needy.
Now, two weeks later, release of 30 million
nearly a third of the pounds of cheese nationstate's 3.3 million-pound wide, and California,
cache of cheese has been which already submitted
given away, and about a distribution plan,
100,000 pounds are being .received 3.3 million
delivered daily in five- pounds. In California, the
cheese is stored in 10
pound blocks.
But the "great cheese warehouses scattered
giveaway" has faced ma- about the less-populous
jor obstacles from the northern part of the state.
The following day, the
beginning, including a
shortage of volunteers "cheese runs" got under
during the holiday season way: trucks packed with
and northern California's thousands of pounds of
worst winter storm in a cheese delivered their
quarter century, which cargo to charitable "food
closed roads and flooded banks" throughout northeastern California
towns.
"In my view, it was a which shipped the cheese
miracle that any of the to neighborhood
cheese was distributed," distributors.
"I'll feed my six
said Robert Gnaizda, a
lawyer for Public Ad- children. We'll just
vocates, a legal group for - sprinkle it on macaroni,
the poor. "To have-11-and have marcaroni and
released before cheese," said Mary InChristmas would have gram as she waited on
Christmas Eve for six 5been impossible."
pound blocks of cheese in
The food represents
fraction of the 560 million San Francisco.
The pre-Christmas
pounds of cheese stored
by the government deliveries totaled about
because of federal farm 168,000 pounds. Subselaws that assure dairy quent shipments, some of
farmers a minimum them in loads of 30,000
price for their products. and 40,000 pounds each,
The cheese was originally took the cheese into
put into storage because Southern California
producers could get more where the bulk of the
money by selling it to the state's poor live.
Reagan's order followgovernment than selling
ed pressure from groups
it in the marketplace.
Frances Duarte, a representing consumers,
mother of six who receiv- the poor and the elderly

2. Notice
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PPLE TREE
)L i prov ides
child care and
anal programs
s 2 and older.
s for a limited
of children are
vailable. 1503
View Dr. 753-

Thanks

mily of Robert
ipson would like
everyone who
1 food, sent
Ind phone calls
he death of our
ne. God Bless
rand Brothers.

110rY

nory of Kyle
Bennett 09/13/64
God gave us a
baby, he was
g with a won smile. We had
fears to love on,
m and Dad
him Kyle. Oh
not questioning
dom. we're
Ian we don't
nd , why you
bud to go with
di you
.ehsatanl
e by the hand.
s been / long
nce you left us,
Is are heavy as
yi we promise
meet you in
and be with
ad day.
n by Grand Clarice Duncan,
missed by
, Uncles and
Mama, Grand' Grandpop,
•Dad.

Id Found

9. Situation Wanted

22. Musical

Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babies
or small children part
time or full-time, day or
night. 753 4506.

Peavey Sound System,
10 channel board, 2
speakers with stands
753 5279 after 5:00

24. Miscellaneous

11. Instruction

1981 Zenith Video Re
Gymnastics Classes corder with 5 tapes. Call
Murray Gymnastic 753-0727.
Center 753 0129.
AA* CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
12. Insurance
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436 2566.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
Insurance
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood. Seasoned or
Is your hospitalization unseasoned.
$25. rick
insurance too high?
delivered. Call 436 2744
after 5pm.
Wont Letter
Forty
bar
joint,
30ft.
Tony
coverage' Call
long. Heavy duty. Call
Montgomery
153
753-5181.
7 27 3
Bennett 8,
Associates
Murray
Kero Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99,
Kentuciry Group rote
Moonlighter $154.99,
for farmers
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 8209.99,
Radiant 36 8212.99.
Omni 85 018.99, Omni
14. Want to Buy
105 8217.99. The Direc'fiarbelis and-i-weight tor $254.19.' Watten
bench, exercise cycle, Hardware Paris.
rowing exerciser, box- Oak and hickory
ing equipment, racket firewood for sale. $20. a
ball, racket. Heavy rick delivered. Call
body punching bag, 137-4731.
basket ball, goal, back
Oak chiffarobe $75.,
board. Call 759-4443.
sunlamp $30., Selpac
We buy standing timber Buoyancy compensator
of all types. Highest with power inflator, CO2
prices are paid. Call inflator, dump vale
Edmonson Logging at pouch $75., Air Hockey
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
game 8.50. 436-2410.
Ky.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
15. Articles for Sale
hardwoods 18'-24''
Roll bar for pickup available. $27.50 a rick
truck. $35. Call 474-8045 delivered. Call Jcitm
after 6p.m.
Boyer at 753-8536.
Seven piece chrome Warm Morning gas
dinette set $40., 9in. heating stove. 1 vapor
black and white t.v.; old. Call 753-0727.
ACDC can be used in
Wood for sale.- 525- - car or truck $70., 1970
sick. Call 459-2101 . or
Chevrolet 4 door Impala 489-2231.
$100. No checks. 4362850.

new pet, little
Part Collie, real
i-7Ibs.- Lost off
II Rd. area.
all 753-7219.
woman's watch
26. TV-Radio
Vlart parking lot 19. Farm Equipment
tral Shopping
Five foot tv regularly
1977 990 Case tractor $2000. Priced to sell
'53-0211.
leading to re with breaking plow. $850. Call days 753-0153,
752 2222.
of decoys and 3822327.
nt at Patterson
22. Musical
. 753-8744.
.ni9htc

:

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

fanted

loney part-time..
idbags and acs. Call 502-472'ter 4p.m. We
,

hihet-Camaile-

pa..
_

32. Apts. For Rent

AssiasiA

color, 13" col.
or, 19" 13/W

Available immediately,
ment Trainee.
Office Coast to Coast
woos sa spless plows.
well-insulated 5 room,
)us person to
Car Is smo los*. Writs
Ileyers fres lverywbers
re-decorated house near
as manager.
mi._ mown Pi. llos
11011ebb brae Sims 1980
,Mui.ray14 East.
to $25,000. first
ts7f61Fyylk,hd.46176
1912 Celarreter Reed,
Couple. No pets.
753-7575
etirement plan,
Murray, lentscky 41071
$150. References. De-_.
sharing, Pull
•
posit. 753-7551.
(512)753-9186
benefits. Call
Anytime
Beautiful home 5 mitaMobile Home Sales
pier Services.
101 L. IMMO*
. ;east _of Murray. 1 becki,
For interview.
---1t74 Country Squtre:
room, -2-bith, den,
Broker
esponsible per- trailer. 52102, all elec- central heat and air,
1,Icsesed aleaded
pick up kin assPosible
te
tric, kitchen,furnished. with heat pump. Ren child and do
op payments on
$4000. Call 527-0962.
decorated. Before 2p.m.
fork afternoons.
new piano.
Mobile home 1975 Mx70. 753-0858, after 4:30p.m
1735 after 5p
3 bed room,aldark. 753-8943.
full time prey7534815.
.
Beautiful 3 bedroom all
arty plan acelectric home. Carport,
tors. Company
28.
Mobile
Home
Rentals
utility room, all the
ig in this area mr.
House trailer 55x12, 2 extras. Unfurnished,.
te manager and
SPINET CON LE
bedroom, clean, near conveniently located
)nstrators. No
Murray, gas. Call 489- across from hospital.
PIANO FOR SALE
, sacking, de $275. per month rent.
2118.
or returning to
Wonted: Responsible
$200. deposit. No pets.
Trailer
for
rent.
2
No investment.
party to take over
753-9829
bedroom near Murray. Call
y, 901-352-2234.
piano. Can he semi
One bedroom house
pets.
489-2611.
No
"Professional Services
me situation
Welly. Write Mr. Trailer for rent. See partly furnished.
with sales. Ideal
With The
Call
Lakeway
Shores
Powers, Box 327, Brandon Dill at Dill's
wer. 3 days or 3
753-6123.
Frieedly
Teeth"
Trailer Court.
a week. PartCarlyle, Illinois
After
Office
100. Full-time
Two
bedroom
furnished
52231.
iinimum. For
Neer:
mobile home in Hardin.
w send phone
125. a week. Call 527753-8277
to P. 0. Box
ray, Ky.
PIANO
wl53S36
*My
Two bedroom trailer,
ieSses (18-35)
FOR SALE
10x42, natural gas, furACREAGE ON
$165,
Ashley
rp Jet. Free
nished, near university.
Wagtail: Itespeosible putty
N. 16th EXT.
wood heating unit.
Call Diana at
Available Jan. 9. Phone
te mew mei meet*
REDUCED
15-2000 now or
753-3895
after
5:00.
yeyessurts se seineticeneele
2 acres lend.
Appr. 40 Acres
Jetstar, Box. pine. Can be SRO RCAF.
lakeway Shores. 2 about 25 acres tentoselawn,
30. Business Rentals
Write: (Ieelede plmse
fresibtal) Credit Motweer,
level house, 3 dable. This is parlly
needs babysitP.O. Su 521,Moitarmer,
wooded-ideal for
., fireplace and subdiVision.
I year old. Must
62219
Mini
Appr.
wn transport&
wood stove.
1,000 ft. road fronWarehouse
eferences re $125. Duplex
tage. For more inCall 753-9571 23. Exterminating
Storage Space

CLAYTQNS

.

Five miles .....from
Murray on
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at 826,500.

CUITIONS
753-757S

Ti.

For Rent
753-475$

on Wanted

babysitting,
with elderly
and also house
. Available any
154402.
"Muse cleangi
p. and weeklave references.
4975.

MURDER

o

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartment in town.
Very private. Low
.utilities,
pos. Call
153-3961 after 5:30.

•
lialley's Termite
& Put Contra!

Lost of MU.
$150. Apt. with 3
rows and lath.
Newly demoted.
11134110PS

nape 71$.3914
In leasiog

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

DRAFTING
!PROCESS PIPING

1, 1 & 3 Mhos wits Iris
$ION par as. balk*
pal nit. Rawly council
natal Nal ad air,
carpotti, Micas ap/IiliCtS. nice hers Nu.Fri. 1:11-12:11

Cbseicals. Is, a Firkin 311 unnall• irsilvNick
i Is palatial if Mistrial pas, amok Ills, uuIul
picessig asioesol, as a iesslidi opreilialis,
lain is sk narisail draft:pm is sir Prand Wined%
awn

putties hid h mpstsible ler Irani asi Mal inn•
I mimet sal% gams Mier WPM:alas via mat
mars bills if Iola** pi animas al papal ad

lerawm1 Br.
Murray, ty.
512-751-41$4
(pal hsssis *roily

libel radinits shall km as issactates faros is a
Mal aria al 1-3 pars drsany swoon Ossify I psi PPM
Pa a Implitive Wary aid cooprikonlve employ* WW1
vas N rot Ian intro le pia as upsides upaintia
oast at prelusion renewals. puss sillcialiadist
Si al sum remnants Is
Um has

Extra nice 2 bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
With •
Westwood Subd
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal and
washerdryer hook-up.
065. month plus deposit. 759 1930 or
30$ 791 5565.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex with all ap
pliances furnished in
Northwood
No pets.
1530814

AIR PRODUCTS I CHEMICALS, INC.
P I ball
Caltett City,
ter 11.1001

apt., 3 rooms and
hail. 2 blocks

1114

MANACFMINT

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind, an

assumatite. loan.

'1

formation call 7538080.
811 SOUTH
BROAD
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms, living
room with Franklin
Stove for economy.
Central Elec heat
and air. One car
garage, porch and
patio. Only $43,500.

- Discount
Building
Material
.Hwy. 641 S. Hazel, Teak_
4$9.064
•

Second Grad* Shingles

'17" sq.
2x4 Studs

1 1° each

3/8" Plywood
$700 sheet
/
1
2"Plywood
Big Selection Of Vinyl
Floor Covering Cheap
priiii'$650

753-4451

1971 Volvo. 2 door,
cylinder, air condi
lion. 759-4645
1973 Buick Station Wa
gon. $550. 759-1465.
1973 Thunderbird. Re
built engine, fully
loaded, mag wheels.
.8950. Call 759,1465.
1974 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo. Body damaged.
$650. Call 759-1465.
1974 Ford Station
.Wa
gon. Drives good, new
inside. $575 or best
offer. 753-9672.
4

For
Sale

,fProfeseam'Services
With The

Frieetily Touch"

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.

After Office

News
8277
753,
111 753-9036
LOT IN
SHERWOOD
FOREST
Nice wooded
residential lot 1100'
x 3001 Located on
Nottingham Drive.
A good buy at ONLY 4,900.00.
SOME
SMART
COVLE...
WW love our new
listing at 808
Bagwell,. almost
new, compact 3
B.R., 2 Bath, By.
home, attached
garage, double
driveway. Extras,
including fireplace,
with heatolator,
central electric
heat pump,
draperies, range,
dishwasher, exhaust fan. Large lot
with trees, near
Bel-Air Shopping.
Owner's leaving
Murray.In 40's.

lid Value MIA

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,300.
Call 7534821 alter 5

1974 VW Dasher Station
Wagon. AM FM, 56,000
miles, well kept, excellent condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-5773.
•
1976 Monte Carlo. Good
condition. Call 753-0573.
1977 Delta 88 Oldsmobile. $3000. or best
'
offer. 753-5573.
1978- Cougar Mercury
X R-7. Fully loaded.
$3850. Call 759-1465.
1979 Cutlass Supreme.
Local, one owner, AM'
FM 8 -track, 16,000
miles. 85400. 753-3909 or
753-8084 after 6p.m. Ask
for Ken.
1979 Madza 626. -4
cylinder, 5 speed, air,
30mpg. S5000.- Call 527
0962.

1980 Model AMC
Concorde 4 doo
sedan, one owner,
low mileage, like
new.

OPPERUD

Purdom

753-1222

Homes FOR

V

Commercial'
Building For
Rent
o m m e_r_triiii

Dr

WANTED

FOR
RENT
PA stj

Perham & Thornton
Immo &
Real Estate
Sootlisill• Cowl S.
Norm, kentecky

ft-1)1e, 7 in timber;
on blacktopped
highway, stock
barn, excellent
building site. Only
'
$111,000.
MOVE

await'?
11160611/0lATIP

building at corner
4th .. SYcamcire
Streets for
rent.Ideal for office
use or any retail
business. Phone
Kopperud Realty
for all the details. *,
55 Acres
For Sale
Lovely
acreagetract at the
edge of Murray,
with 35 acres within
Murray city limits.
Crop larvc),imber
and rc Qg pasture.
A unique parcel of
land with a variety
of potential uses.
Phone IC oppernp
Realty 753-1222 for
more information.

47. Motorcycles
1980 Yamaha Tri -mot°
125. Call 753 0483.

111111TIA IRS, Ilf ALTO'S ®
p.

1200 Syc ornoo,
Keoltx ky 41011
Murf
1502)/Si 1492

49. Used Cars
1974 GMC Sprint. Ex
(client condition $1395.
1103 College Farm
Road.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753 1873
APPLIANCE SER
VICE, KENMORE,
W HIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience.
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
Appliance Service, 203 S
5th. 753 4872 or 753 8886.
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial,
residential, or commercial. 24 hour
service. Call 753-5933.
All your plumbing and
air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry, pain
ting, roof
ing and -concrete All
work done to satisfac
lion. 753 2211.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free
estimates call 753-2310.
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic and all gasoline
engined trucks. All work
guaranteed. Call 4374546.
Concrete block and
brick work. 20 years
experience. Free estimates. Call 753-5476.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock, gravel,
sand, coal hauling'
call 753-4545 or see Roger
N ud son. Located=-111-miles east on Hwy 94.
Furniture Stripping and
Repair. Call 753-7499.
General hauling. Lime,
white rock, rip rap,
morter, sand, lumbpr,
ties and machinery.
Call 753-6626 after 6pm.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications: Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
stim ate.

ROOFING
BUK.7-UP SHINGLES
References. All work
guaraeteed. Free
brine's. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.

OldsmobilePontiac
Cadillac

K & K STUMP R EMO--VA L. Do you need stumps
_removed from your yard
or land cleared of
1406W. Mein Street
stumps? We cite re753-5315
move stumps 1* 20 24
in
groqnd. _lido ing....anly
50. Used Trucks
sawdust and chips. -Call
for free estimates. Bob
1968 International
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
pickup. Good condition.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
753-9702
or
Must sell.
Need work on your
-trees? Topping, prun
1976 Ford Van coming, shaping, complete
pletely customized.
removal and more. Call
Built-in 11-trer1rcassette
BOVER'S TREE
and CB. Has captains
SERVICE for Prochairs, built-in
fessional tree care.
cabinets, sink,
753-8536.
and ice box. Eating
table and couch that Professional
makes into a bed. paperhanging, painting,
Luggage rack and lad- farm buildings, top,
der. Power steering, sides, commercial or
power brakes, and air. residential. Call
Mag wheels and new Tremon Farris.
white letter radial tires. 759-1987.
753-8076.
T J CLEANS CHIM1980 CJ5 Jeep. 4 cylin- ,NEYX -Urleoc an clineder, 4 speed, !cm* ney is a dangerouS.
miles, can vas 'tap. chimney: Call called'
'247-10741
15500. Call 527-0962.
1980 Jeep CJ -7. 4 cylin- Tree trim Woo • and
der, 4-speed, power removal. Hedges --and
steering, hardtop, rear shrubs. Firewood. Pik
seat, 19,000 miles. $6500. 5476.
Wet basement? We
419-260.
make wet basements
dry, work completely
53. Services Offered
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan c onstruttion Co. Rt. 2 Box.
Serriu
Amin aid nuyi site!, 409-.A _ Paducah, Ky.
/2001 or call day or
cosies Iris wirk. night 1 442 7026.
Referewes. Call Will Et
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
bitty, 153-160.
saws. Call 753-4656.

Poor guy!. "We've
lot every-- -camfidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
44. Lots for Sale
delightful decor,
Approximately 44 acres
beamed ceiling
of Penny road
greatroom, prac- on corner
and Spring Creek
tical utility and
Church road Call 489fenced yard pro- 2425.
vides home for
your family. Dial 46. Homes for Sale
753-1492 now.
3 bedroom brick house.
HALFWAY TO
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes large living
HEAVEN
2 car
or maybe even room and den.
garage with large storcloser
age room. Call 489-2145
Row cropping, or 753-2493.
livestock or a comare 4 bedroom, very
bination of both - Irma le family oriented
tobacco bar-, -home. Move in and
the --specious.
milkhouse, far- etsfey private.
-.-ester
room,
rowing house, y
.bedroom su Of, . well
round spring-fed planned kitchen,
-creek runs through breakfast room, and
nifty,_ work area.
the property into a
Pormal-Ilveng room,
30-acre water shed dining room, and entry
lake. Oh yes, halt.* Paneled den with
ladies, there is a fireplace, two car garfour bedroom age with concrete drive.
neighbor
brick home Prestigious
hood. Call 753 3903.
pampered by its Nearing completion.
owners. What New 3 bedroom home on
more could you Oakhill Drive. Priced in
ask? How about 30's. Call 753 3903.
financing you say? One unit of duplex near
We have that also univerNty. $17,500. Resellable, rental or -re'on this 293 acre tirement property. 753country estate. 2649, 759 1074Dial 753-1492 for Retire near lake at Pine
your personal Bluff shore-r-t111141brochure on this simple life under
estate. After hours $20,000. 753 2619, 7591074.
dial 436-2166.

up

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Furnished one bedroom Three bedroom house
unfurnished. Close to
apartment near down
town Murray. Call 753- university. 489-2.4-14.
,4109 or 436 2844.
Three bedroom house
Nice furnished 1 bed $175 or 2 bedroom
7531222
room apartment. In- trailer $125 Call 753
F m mom.
5750
quire at 100 S. 13th St.
One tltdroom, kitchen, Three bedroom house in
For Sale
bathroom, living room. City. Lease and deposit
42 Acres
$150. month. $100. de- required Call 759 1503 i4 •
Near Kentucky
posit. Call 753 9251 or interested
753 5.414.
seLake in the LedhetThree bedroom brick,
One bedroom, $80. 2 house at 516 S. 13th St.
ter Church cornbedroom, $100. Stove, Jan. 15th. - Call Aubrey
munity is this
refrigerator, and water Adams 753-6388.
choice parcel of
furnished at Lynn Three bedroom house.
Grove. Phone 753- 7874. wooded acreage.
-Stove, refrigerator,
Owner financing
One or 2 bedroom washer and dryer, disapartments for rent at hwasher and garbage
available - very
Embassy Apts. Call disposal $100 deposit,
tractive terms.
753-3530 or 753-4331.
$235. 'month. References
Phone
- 753-1222,
Call
753-5094.
required.
Three room furnished
Kopperud
Realty
apartment. 400 S. 6th St. Two bedroom house
for directions and
247 1459.
Gas heat. 509 Vine St.
all other details.
Two bedroom apart- Phone 362 8063.
ment for rent. Range, Two bedroom brick just
For Sale
oven, refrigerator, dis- re -decorated
Large
hwasher, disposal, throughout. Utility,
Commercial
washer and dryer garden area, large
Building - hookup, air, carpet. No yard, New Providence
pets. One year lease and community. Deposit.
8000 square foot
$225 deposit required. References. Call 492concrete block
$225 per month. Call .-8591.
building in like new
753-2622 orni-388:'
condition. Central
Two bedroom duplex 35. Farms for Rent
heat and air,
apartment. 1214 Peggy 33 acre farm country
Ann, Murray. 492-8225.
loading dock, front
home. 3 bedrooms, 7
Two bedroom duplex. buildings. $300 a Month.
display - showroom
Central heat and air. A month advance,renti 3
area, offices, and
Outlet's for references. 753-5281
large warehouse
washerdryer. No pets. after 6pm.
area. Phone 753$195. month. 753-9741.
1 222, Kopperud
One bedroom furnished 37. Livestock-Supplies
apartmeat. Partial Feeder pigs, 60 bushel
Realty for all
utilities paid. No pets hog feeder. 489-2858
details.
$140. month. 753-9741.
after 5p.m.
Two bedroom duplex
semi-furnished. Now 38. Pets-Supplies
-available. Panorama
Shores. $175. month plus AKC German Shepard
utilities. Students con- puppies. 28 champions
in 5 generations. Also
sidered. 436-2755.
guard dogs. Call 502-55433. Rooms for Rent
2153.
Private furnished room Dachshund - puppies. 11
for men students one weeks .0111.___i_iemales,
half block off campus. black. $45. No papers.
Private entrance, kit- 474-2325.
chen, air condition, Dog Obedience Classes.
"Prefessieeel Services
utilities furnished. $410 Start Jan. 11. Register
per semester. 1626 now. 2 month to adult.
With The
Hamilton. Call 753-1342 Professional trainer.
kindly Teich"
436-2858.
or 753-8572.
After Office
Rooms for rent. One. Male Cockerspaniel. 8
Hours
block from university. months utd_wtth_papers.
753 9274 after 5p.m.
Call 753 6933 or 753-1812.
7534277
Sleeping room.. Private
43. Real Estate
or 753-9835
entrance, laundry
BUILDING SITE
room, refrigerator.
•
Zimmerman Apts. S.
PLUS ACREAGE
.16th 753-6609.
SfreMik
23 acres, 16 ten-

5,,
_
color$39.95 - 34. Houses for Rent

Wanted: Ilespeedie ploy
I. Mu rmr leurwreefkly.

34. Housesfor Rent

-

•Ck-r•

5th & Olive Sts.
Top Quality
Gallery
Picture
'
We Have 1000: Of Prints
-We-Specialize In 16x20...20x24
Hand Painted Oils
Oriental Frames

_

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DI111113
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
free flelhery IS Prescriptiees in City Limits
-

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St. (Across free Comessity Coster)

Specialists In Seiler Citizens
Hair Cots $1.00
Shampoo, Shave sad Haircut $1.7S
Ow Moors
Moo., Tees., Then., Fri., Set.
1.12 - 753-3515
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and Greenville,S.C.
New York City's 1,833
murders, the highest
total in the country, included 21 cab drivers,
most of them slain in robbery attempts. Murder figures reniained about the same in
Denver; Pittsburgh; New
Orleans; Jackson, Miss.;
Topeka, Ka-n.; and
Ala.
But homicide totals
dropped in Los Angeles;
Detroit; Atlanta;

By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
Jostling aboard a
crowded bus on New
Year's Eve, a San Antonio, Texas college student and another rider
argued briefly over
whether the student
should say"Eribliiie MC"
Moments later the student lay dead, shot to
death.
The homicide was a
grim and fitting final
statement of the growing
violence in 1981 in San Antonio — where the 182
murders last year were
the most ever.
According to an informal Associated Press
survey, murder totals in
many major American
cities are the same or
higher in 1981 compared
with 1980.
Officials in most of
those cities blame
murder on drugs, liquor,
prostitution, family
arguments and handguns, but grope for explanations of why
homicide rates go up or
down from year to year.
"I don't think there's a
trend," police Capt. E.H.
Watson said in Greenville, S.C., where the
murder rate nearly
doubled last year — from
seven to 13. "These people just happened to get
together in a pool room or
liquor house and •rit
mad," he said.
Final FBI statistics wi11-\-''• indicate there were 25,000
murders across the country last year if the trend
toward increased violent
crime continues.
• In 1980, there were
more than 23,000 murders
—in the United States —
one every 23 minutes —
and the FBI said the nation's murder rate increased by 4 percent during the first six months of
1981.
Dade County, Fla. remained "Murder Capital,
USA," with 621 homicides
during 1981. The total was
an increase of 48 murders
over 1980, when the
Miami area led the nation
- Vith 33 murdIsafirsurL
100,000 people., -•
Nationally, the FBI
says, there are about 10
murders --per 100,000
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crimes in seiferal cities incriaie in 198
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Philadelphia; Salt Lake
City; Indianapolis;
Nashville, Tenn.; Little
Rock, Ark.; Omaha,
Neb.; Portland, Ore.;
and Oklahoma City,
Totals were up in
Houston but down in
Dallas; up in Columbus
but down in Dayton,
Toledo and Cincinnati; up
in Syracuse but down in
Buffalo, N.Y.
"There's no answer,
any more than a couple of
years ago when it went

up," said Joseph McCarthy, a homicide officer in
Buffalq, where the
murder rate dropped by
nearly half.
In Miami, authorities
said the increase in crime
— blamed last year largely on the influi of Cuban
refugees — has been
heightened by economic
conditions.
'With the unemployment, there's a lot of robberies — armed robberies — and a lot of peo-

pie are killed in robbery
attempts, John Jones, a
Dade County spokesman,
said:
In 'Houston, another
fast-growing city which
last year was second only
to Miami in per capita
murder rate, Police Chief
B.K. Johnson said the 10
percent increase in
homicides in 1981 "is a
reflection of the society
we live in. The more people you have conglomerate in an area, the

more violence you will
have."
Even in New Hampshire, where the murder
total for the whole state
was 25 in 1981 compared
with 20 in 1980,
authorities blamed the increase on population
growth.
But in Los Angeles,
where the 898 homicides
last year represented an
8.5 percent drop from
1980, authorities said the
decrease was due to bet-

ter assignment of police
officers.
William Booth,
svolesman for Los
Angeles' police, said the
department had increased the number of officers
assigned to a program
aimed at controlling
street gangs which were
responsible for one of five
homicides in the city in
1979 and 1980.
In Cincinnati, police
Detective Tom Burke
said the city's 1981

murder decline was due
to a new emphasis on suppression of drug trade,
prostitution and liquorlaw violations.
Murderers and their. **AC,'
victims are relatives
more than half the time,
but Larry Gray, head of
the San Francisco police
homicide detail, said
there is a growing trend
toward violence in casual
meetings involving prostitution, drugs — or a
shove on a crowded bus. •
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41ILY
•Lift off Door ,
• Lift up top
• Spill Saver Top
• Pullout surface
units

,

Maytag jetclean

DISHWASHERS
• Nobody gets dishes cleaner!
• Low Energy cycle for everyday
loads • Energy Saver Drying cycle circulates air without heat
• Exclusive Micro-Mesh • Filter •
level Jetwash System

FBI statistics say that
three of four murder victims are male, more than
40 percent are black, and
more than 60 percent of
all murders are committed with guns, usually
handguns.
More than one-third of
the people convicted of
murder are between the
.eges-of 10 ned 24.
Murderlatala—tor-11011
were up in New York;
Boston; Chicago; San
Francisco; St. Louis;
Baltimore; Las Vegas,
Nev.; Jacksonville, Fla.;
Baton Rouge, La.; Norfolk, Va.; Columbus,
Ohio; Providence, R.I.;
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Check paper
produced
BURLINGTON, Iowa
(AP) — Americans write
more than 37 billion
checks a year, or 140
million checks every
business day.
Safety paper is used for
*early all ekeeke,
because it is deterreet to
alteration and
counterfeiting.
Georgia-Pacific's La
Monte Division has a
safety paper plant here
which can produce 14,600
tons of the sensitive
paper a year.

ltdriresi
Automatic
Washer/Dryer
Wake,
11455eres:
• EriegrrilliAng Washer
• 4 Aidonetic Cycles
•(nem Saving Water Temp
Control
• Water Saving toad Size
Selector
Dryer fratirest
• Custom Dry Control
•3 Cydes
• •4 Drying TeMpstatures
;•Ne Iron tare FM
Permanent Press Fabrics
And KnIcktting

Plant waterers
cautioned
STREAMWOOD, Ill.
(AP) — When caring for
indoor houseplants, using
too much water can be
just as harmful as too little, says the maker of
Garden Scene planterware. Too much water
causes plant roots to rot.
"Watering houseplants
once a week is a general
rule, but this varies according to the setting and
the plant," says Richard
Husby, marketing
manager.
The correct procedure
is to soak the plant
thoroughly, then let the
soil dry out before the
next watering.

KItch enAllei.
ENERGY
AVER
DISHWASHER
• Automatically hest
their own water ki
every complete Weft.
• use 25% lees snare'.
'30% less tkne and
30% lees water than
previous KflohenAid Kpc..19
models.
• New Energy-Saver Dry Heat Off Option
reduces energy consumption
• Exclusive Mufti-Level Wash System
• 10,5 and 1 year VOW
Protection Warranty.onlys
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